High Priest of Vashanka Born in mountains north of
in the Upper Land of
Ranke
Ranke

Troublemaker

Abarsis/
Stepson/
Slaughter Priest/
Possibly The
Shepherd

Abder

Abarsis has been known to come back from the dead, baring warnings.

He sacrificed his life so that Tempus might have vengeance on Jubal.

Founder of the Stepsons; castrated and enslaved by Rankan conquerors, he
was rescued by Tempus and formed the Stepsons as a token of personnel,
rather than Imperial, loyalty.

Abakithis was assassinated and replaced with the ex-general, Theron, in a
coup orchestrated by the priest, Brachis, and staged by Askelon, Cime and
Roxane, with lots of help from Tempus, the Band and the 3rd. (See Beyond
Wizardwall)

Fat, short and elderly. Blond-haired.

Leases a villa from Strick maintained by mainly (unusually) Sanctuarite staff.
Half-brother of Kadakithis, it was he who originally sent the prince to
Sanctuary to get him out of Ranke.

Has a daughter.

Noble Abadas is of medium height, slightly overweight, with receding light
brown hair and reddish mustache, big ears, and stubby fingers.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Cousin to Emperor Theron.
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Unknown/Joined caravan at With his partner, attacked the caravan guard Fulcris, and was driven off by

Rankan

Emperor of Ranke

Abakithis

NATIONALITY
Rankan

OCCUPATION
Noble

NAME/ALIAS
Abadas
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Introduction [Bk1]
The Gate of Flying Knives (m) [Bk1]
Shadowspawn (m) [Bk1]
Blood Brothers (m) [Bk1]
Vashanka’s Minion (m) [Bk2]
Looking for Satan [Bk3]
Ishcade (m) [Bk3]
A Gift in Parting (m) [Bk3]
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
Then Azyuna Danced (m) [Bk3]
A Man and his God (m) [Bk3]
Exercise in Pain (m) [Bk4]
A Fugitive Art (m) [Bk4]
Steel (m) [Bk4]
Daughter of the Sun (m) [Bk6]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth (m) [Bk6]
Introduction (m) [Bk7]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
When the Spirit Moves You (m) [Bk7]
Dagger in the Mind (m) [Bk7]
Power Play (m) [Bk8]
Introduction (m) [Bk9]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
The Tie That Binds (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
The Power of Kings (m) [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven (m) [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]
Our Vintage Years (m) [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
A Man and his God [Bk3]
Wizard Weather (m) [Bk4]
High Moon (m) [Bk5]
Power Play [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow (m) [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure (m) [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster [Bk9]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]

Ilsigi (?)

Ilsigi (?)

Rankan

Traveler

Garrison Soldier
Want-to-be-thief

Proprietor of Sly's
Place, a legendary dive
within the Maze.

Merchant

Merchant/Brewer

Archmage

Physician

Mercenary General
Unknown

Acolyte of Vashanka
Child of Lalo

Owned a storehouse (?) Unknown
Noble
Rankan
Wife of Renn the
Unknown
Banker

Aerie

Aglon
Ahaz

Ahdio/
Ahdiomer Viz/
Ahdiovizun

Ahloo shikMhanukhee
Akarlain/
Ak
Alain Aspect

Alamanthis

Alar hil Aspar
Alciros Foin

Aldwist
Alfi

Algalin
Amar
Amaya

Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]
Homecoming [Bk10]
Night Work [Bk12]
Our Vintage Years (m) [Bk12]
To Begin Again [Bk12]
Looking for Satan [Bk3]
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"Algalin's Storehouse"
Killed by One-Thumb and fed to the dogs. Krrf user/seller.
Started the silver-hair fad, thanks to Strick.

Has an enormous, tee-totaling bodyguard.
Built the temple to Heqt in Sanctuary, on the ruins of Dyareela's.
Hired 10 bravos to search the crypts below Sanctuary to find his wife. Only he
was ever seen again, alive, with his skin flayed off.
Beaten to death by Gyskouras.
Lalo's youngest son, now a lively nine-year-old.

Aspect's presence in Sanctuary was requested by Kadakithis. He was killed
trying to 'remove' Vashanka's weaponshop which had appeared in the Maze.
Has a prospering establishment located across the street from Sly's Place in
the Maze.

Pretty, ageless, a blond.

Alchemist extraordinaire, assassin among magicians, dispeller of
enchantments.

A rich merchant of Sanctuary.
A family man.
Not too intelligent partner of Goatfoot.

Though 'retired' from magic, he still maintains the odd spell, usually to protect
friends (and cats).

Little brother of Saz.
A brilliant, wizard-on-the-rise, who had to leave Suma after falling in love with
Jodeera, the wife of a powerful noble.

The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Mirror Image [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]
Blood Brothers[Bk1]
Spellmaster [Bk9]

Goddess (m) [Bk2]
Goddess (m) [Bk2]

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
The Veiled Lady (m) [Bk7]

Vashanka’s Minion [Bk2]

The Veiled Lady [Bk7]

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Homecoming [Bk10]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]
Spiders of the Purple Mage (m) [Bk2]

Mate of the missing Satan, who, she and her 3 companions, located and
rescued from a circus in Sanctuary.
Ex-client who appeared as a ghost/vision/dream to the prostitute, Joia.
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
With his partner, Hakky, tried unsuccessfully to roll Hanse who was in disguise Night Work [Bk12]
as the old man, Skarth.

Tall, thin, white-skinned, black-haired, winged humanoid.

Strick.
One-thumbed proprietor of the Vulgar Unicorn, now owned by Strick.
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Rankan (?)
Ilsigi

Cirdonian
Ilsigi (?)

Ilsigi

Sumese

Ilsigi (?)
Ilsigi

Winged Folk of the North

New Old Thumb/
Ex-carpenter

Abohorr

Aurvesh
Ilsigi/
Ex-Maze dweller

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
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Head Mage

Slave / circus display

Hell Hound

Aristarchus

Arman
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He follows Zalbar's orders with a calculated insolence just short of
insubordination. Paradoxically, he is incredibly impressed with Prince
Kadakithus and is willing to die for him. Arman is slim and wiry with the
distinctive Rankan nose he likes to look down.

Aristarchus has golden grey-flecked hair and large green eyes. He is an old
troll but can still ride a horse.
Arman is an arrogant younger son of a poor noble who did not have the
temperament to become an officer. As a Hell Hound, he is the sort of
policeman whose prisoners often die 'trying to escape' or are injured 'resisting
arrest'.

Apprentice to Cholly the Gluemaker.
Commissioner of Lalo's work and second sitter to have his portrait done - he
appears like a weasel, with covert cunning in his gaze.
A member of Zip's gang, Arbold fathered the baby girl, who's mother died in
childbirth, and was given to Illyra after he abandoned her.
Gave a magical knife to Hanse as a gift. Probably Mignueral's husband, after
the thief left her with him in Firaqi. (See The Shadow of Sorcery)
Rescued by Wess and her friends from the North from the circus. Trolls fight in
the Northern Wars alongside humans. They are quite intelligent and speak the
language of the North fluently and are usually the most cultured of forest
people.

Husband of Expimilia

Though in a rough trade and over 40, she has managed to keep much of her
hard-edged beauty. Her major weaknesses are her addition and a concern for
respect. Threatening either will be met with immediate violence; supporting
them will gain her assistance.
Tortured Cade's brother Terrel, who then killed him in revenge. Black-haired
and bearded.
Taken by Beysib cavalrymen, believed to be Porta cultists.
Taken by Beysib cavalrymen, believed to be Porta cultists.
One of many children, the brother of Mignueral.

She is quick to correct anyone confusing her place with the Slippery Lily, a
hellhole inside the Maze itself. Rumour has it that she actually owns both
establishments, sending her broken-down girls to the Slippery Lily when they
no longer meet the standards of the Lily Garden.

A honest, ordinary man, who's son, Beruth, was murdered by Critias and
Straton. He tried to kill both in revenge, but fell to Strat's knife.
Mistress of the Golden Lily (Lily Garden), the second most powerful madam
on the Street of Red Lanterns and the only contender for Myrtis' leadership.
She keeps her girls dependent on her through their addiction to krrf, an
expensive drug. She is also addicted. This often leads her into contact with
fairly rough types, since the drug is not easily obtained in any quantity.

A young girl who carries messages for Myrtis.
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Rankan

Troll

Firaqan

Ilsigi

Unknown

Beysib
Beysib
S'danzo

Arcala

Fisherman
Fisherman
Young son of the
S'danzo seer,
Moonflower.
Noble

Anbarbi
Annuwanda
Antelope

Ilsigi

Gangmember

Gangleader

Amuuth

Ilsigi (?)

Arbold

Madam of the Lily
Garden brothel

Amoli

Ilsigi

Apprentice
Ilsigi
Archpriest of Savankala Rankan

Tradesman

Amhan Nas-yeni

Unknown

Aral Shafralian
(See Shafralian)
Aram
Arbalest

Servant/Messenger

Ambutta
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Introduction (m) [Bk1]

Looking for Satan [Bk3]

Homecoming (m) [Bk10]

Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]

A Sticky Business [Bk11]
A Fugitive Art [Bk4]

Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]

Votary (m) [Bk5]
Votary [Bk5]
Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]

Cade (m) [Bk10]

Blood Brothers [Bk1]
Myrtis [Bk1]
Vashanka’s Minion (m) [Bk2]
Night Work [Bk12]

Myrtis [Bk1]
The Corners of Memory [Bk5]
The Best of Friends [Bk11]

9/11/2005

The Entelechy of
Dreams

Streetwalker

Ancient King
Thief

Apothecary/
physician-healer

Chariot driver
Receptionist

Ex-captain of the
Governor's Guard

Askelon

Asphodel

Ataraxis the Great
Athavul

Atlen Stulwig/
Stulwig Northborn

Atticus
Avenestra/
Avneh

Aye-Gophlan

Ilsigi

Unknown
Ilsigi (?)

Ilsigi (Northborn?)

Ilsigi
Ilsigi

Ilsigi (?)

Unknown

S'danzo

Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
The Dream of the Sorceress [Bk2]
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
Exercise in Pain [Bk4]
Mirror Image [Bk5]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]

Steel (m) [Bk4]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind (m) [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (m) [Bk10]
Wizard Weather [Bk4]
High Moon (m) [Bk5]
Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow (m) [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure (m) [Bk8]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
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His post is the guard post at the corner of Professional Way. He is a seasoned
veteran and quite loyal to the prince because of his loyalty to the Empire. AyeGophlan is tall and burly, but running to seed.

Aye-Gophlan is a local boy who made good by becoming an officer in the
Rankan military guarding Sanctuary. As such, he is well below the Hell
Hounds in rank and still retains most of the thief skills which brought him his
commission.

He is distinguishable on the street by his healer's tunic and the staff he bears,
now charred about the tip.
Races a chariot team of dappled-greys at Lowan Vigeles' estate.
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Once a preteen prealcoholic barfly at Sly's Place, now Strick's very young and Homecoming [Bk10]
increasingly obese receptionist with a sweet tooth.
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Night Work [Bk12]
Captain of the palace guard before the arrival of Prince Kadakithis. Now he is Sentences of Death [Bk1]
one of the three men charged with keeping the peace in Sanctuary.
Seeing is Believing (m) [Bk10]

He doesn't mention his poison trade and will often attempt to have pretty
matrons of the city pay him for his work with their favors rather than their
money. Alten is about 35, of average looks.

Works the Promise of Heaven.
Friend of Dayrne.
Last king of Ilsig
A young thief who always dresses in black. He is cocky and about as subtle as
hives. A Hanse-imitator.
Has a shop in Westside. He is not exactly an alchemist, for his knowledge is of
plants, not of magical potions. He can be relied on for medical advice and
most forms and drugs and poisons.

A magician so powerful that the gods set him apart from men to rule in
Meridian, the source of dreams. Once betrothed to Jihan; now married to
Tempus' sister, Cime.

Said to have the Divining powers of his mother, and seems much older than
his few years.

Son (twin) of Illyra and Dubro. Marked by the gods and magic as part of an
emerging divinity known as the Stormchildren. Sent to the Bandararan Isles
for his safety and education - and to remove him from Sanctuary.
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Godchild/playmate of
Gyskouras

Arton
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Supposedly the most
successful merchant in
Sanctuary
Metal-Master and
alchemist

Shopkeeper

Watchman

Scribe

Leader of guerrilla
Nisi
fighters at Wizardwall in
the north.
Circus Owner
Rankan (?)

Wench

Thief

Streetwalker

Tradesman

Bakarat/
The Toad

Balustrus/
Grey Wolf

Bantu

Barik

Bartleby

Bashir

Bauchle Meyne

Bekin

Benna nus-Katarz

Bercy

Beruth

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION

The Corners of Memory (m) [Bk5]

Looking for Satan [Bk3]

Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]

Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]

The Art of Alliance [Bk5]

Exercise in Pain (m) [Bk4]
Steel [Bk4]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]

Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Spiders of the Purple Mage (m) [ Bk2 ]
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9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book

Under Cythen 's care, her wounds healed but her mind didn't. Gave birth to a
dead baby by one of her rapists. Became Jubal's bed partner then taken to the
Aphrodisia House after the estate was raided, then killed by Beysib's snake
poison.
Ilsig emigre who sneaked into the lair of the Purple Mage and who died as a
Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
result. Rumor of the jewel he stole set off the week of the Rat Hunt and the
following weeks of the Cat Hunt and Dog Hunt. Came from Ilsig 2 years
previous.
A young girl bespelled by Rabben Half-hand to find out Lythande's secret of
The Secret of the Blue Star [Bk1]
power.
Son of Amhan Nas-yeni. Murdered by Critias and Straton. His father
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
attempted to revenge his death but failed.

A large, heavy set young man. Loud and a braggart. Killed by Wes in the fight
for Satan's freedom.
Raped elder sister of Cythen. She watched her betrothed's bloody death then
was made a victim of the bandits' lust.

Friend of Tempus. (See the Beyond series for more.)
Bought a circus/freakshow to Sanctuary for the
Prince-Governor's entertainment. Held the winged
Satan prisoner and displayed his as his 'Secret Attraction'.

Positively demonic - his skin is the colour of mottled bronze-not brown, nor
gold nor green-not human at all, Wrinkled like dried fruit, but shines like metal
itself. He is hairless with dark eyes and a cripple.
Hassled by youths about having Jubal's sign scratched on a post outside his
shop in the Maze.
Stationed at the West Gate. Had a cousin killed in the PFLS ambush. Was
present when Chenaya returned to Sanctuary with the Eye of Savankala.
In the employ of Bakarat the Toad. Thin, weedy, long-nosed scriber with a
whiny voice.
A free Nisi fighter and ally of the Stepsons during their sojourn at Wizardwall.

Said to be familiar with the sorcerous element in town. Cast the new bell for
Molin Torchholder. Balustrus worked with Walegrin to produce Enlibar steel.
Friend of Jubal.

Hired by the mage Marype to 'retrieve' an amulet from Cholly the Gluemaker
Because garrison soldiers were searching for this man, Masha was able to
escape the Raggah who were hunting Benna.
Second only to Jubal, runs one of Sanctuary's most sophisticated information
and crime networks. This revolting person looks like a toad made human,
though few can afford to offend this wealthy merchant.
Said to have been mad when he arrived in Sanctuary and the city never
improved anyone. When still in the capital, and using a different name (and
the warname Greywolf), Balustru was healed by The Lizerene (the priest used
the same method the priest to later heal Jubal).
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Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsig emigre

Non-Sanctuarite

Unknown

Ilsigi (?)

Ilsigi (?)

Rankan (?)

Ilsigi

Ilsigi
Unknown

Babbo
Badniss

NATIONALITY

OCCUPATION

Hireling Thug
Escaped prisoner

NAME/ALIAS

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Unknown

Northern (?)

High priest of variously
named wargods of
Ranke

Hawkmask
Bartender

Wench

Wench

Brachis

Brannas
Bubeo/
Two-Thumb

Bumgada/
Bumma
Butterfly
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Killed by the beggars and nailed to a pole as an example to others.
A bartender who replaced One-Thumb in the Vulgar Unicorn when he
disappeared. A louse-ridden, bearded hulk with grimy fingernails and mean
disposition.
A wealthy woman picked up by Hanse with a wish, then told to forget the
encounter and have a 'nice happy life'. Bought him a dark scarlet cloak.
A housemate of Jamie the Red. Companion of
Light-of-Pearl.

Arranged the assassination of Abakithis.

Supreme Archpriest of Vashanka, companion of Emperor Theron.

His role in the intrigue was discovered with the help of Hanse (Shadowspawn),
and Bourne was 'removed' as a Hell Hound permanently by the prince. Lover
of Lirain.

Races a chariot team of 3 chestnut geldings at Lowan Vigeles' estate. Favorite
driver of Cholly
A large brown-haired man with a bushy beard and mustache; he is one of the
Hell Hounds who stayed in sanctuary with the others, but more ambitious to
raise his social position. This led him into political intrigue against the prince.
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Unknown
Ilsigi

Rankan

Rankan

Hell Hound

Bourne

Unknown

Chariot driver

Borak

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

The Gate of Flying Knives (m) [Bk1]

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]

The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure (m) [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Downwind (m) [Bk4]
The Fruit of Enlibar [Bk2]

Introduction (m) [Bk1]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
Godson (m) [Bk4]

A Sticky Business [Bk11]

9/11/2005

First Hazard

Princess

Cat (warname)

Chabostu /
Cha-Bos
Chandler /
Chan

Gladiator

Handsome head of the Sanctuary Mageguild, he appears to be the same age
as Randal.

Aways seen wearing bright clothing (even if a little worn) and a silver snakeshaped amulet, said to protect the bard from magical attack if he speaks 3
truths about his attacker.

Cappen has a BIG weakness for beautiful women as they do for him. He is a
good minstrel, but would rather flirt than work. He is slim and wiry, with long
black hair and blue eyes, a romantic lad attempting to find his fortune without
spending too much effort to maintain it. His poetry and music are his greatest
skills but his rapier is not to be sneered at.

Wears his long black hair tied back in an old-style Ilsigi warbraid.
Often (jokingly) called the "only honest man is Sanctuary", Cappen isn't
actually a permanent resident, and often comes and goes, visiting either his
home city of Caronne, or chasing adventure (or women) where ever his fancy
takes him. Sanctuary has a strange attraction for Cappen, and he will often
leave, only to return several months later.

Cade is tall, with broad shoulders and his face is scarred about two black
eyes. His skin is tanned, weathered, hard like his armour and body.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Sort revenge for his murdered brother, Terrel.

Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]

The Face of Chaos [Bk1]
The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
The Dream of the Sorceress (m) [Bk2]
Ischade [Bk3]
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
Votary [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Cade [Bk10]
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Was obviously harried after loosing the ability to cast even simple spells when
the Nisibisi power globe's were destroyed.
Beysib
A daughter of Shupansea born before she was driven in exile. Her blood is
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
poisonous, even as a toddler.
Of the southern mountain
Chandler, with his 3 companions, located and rescued the missing Satan from Looking for Satan [Bk3]
folk - the mountains, though a circus in Sanctuary.
never named, seem to have
been over 2 months travel
Fair-haired and handsome.
north. Possibly from Kaimas
Rankan
Daughter of Lowan Vigeles, a beautiful and powerful young woman who is
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
fated never to lose a fight. She is the Prince 's cousin and is working to raise
Keeping promises [Bk7]
an army of gladiators which will place him on the imperial throne, including the Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
12 gladiators accompanied her father Lowan Vigeles to Sanctuary from
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
Ranke.
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
No Glad in Gladiator [Bk9]
In her arrogance and innocence she made more enemies in Sanctuary than
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
even fate could handle and has left town until her reputation repairs itself.
Spellmaster [Bk9]
She seems to have taken it on herself to bed every male in Sanctuary and
Cade [Bk10]
when asked about her, Hanse commented he 'preferred women'.
Homecoming [Bk10]
The Power of Kings (m) [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
Web Weavers [Bk12]

Rankan

Caronne

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi
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Chenaya/
Cheyne/
Daughter of the Sun

Minstrel

Cappen Varra

Traveller

OCCUPATION
Assassin

NAME/ALIAS
Cade
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Urchin
Assassin

Vizier

Camel-dealer

Teenaged boy
Mage

Chariot driver

Cidin
Cime

Coricidius

Corlas

Cormentaff
Corstic

Crispen

Unknown

S'danzo
Firaqan

Unknown

Rankan

Ilsigi
Unknown

Ilsigi
Homecoming [Bk10]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
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One of his major customers is caravan master Samlor hil Samt.
One of the many children of the seer, Moonflower and Teretaff.
An evil mage Hanse 'dealt' with in Firaqa. (See
The Shadow of Sorcery)
Driver of a chariot team of whites at Lowan Vigeles' estate.

Happily for him, Corlas lacks a sense of smell, which may account in part for
his true love of his camels. He keeps most of the stock in the animal pens
along the White Foal River; his camels are quality stock and command a good
price.

He hates his end-of-the-road position and takes it out on the town. He can be
distinguished by the perpetual sneer on his lips.
The camel dealer maintains an office in his home, set against the wall of the
Bazaar that borders the Governor's Palace. His tendency to keep ailing or
very young camels in his back rooms is not particularly appreciated by his
neighbours.

A Sticky Business [Bk11]

Homecoming [Bk10]
Homecoming [Bk10]

Shadowspawn (m) [Bk1]
Keeping promises [Bk7]

Cime is supposedly Tempus' sister, and their falling in love caused a wizard to
curse them both. She is cursed never to be able to except any form of
payment or favor without performing some 'service' for it first.
The prince's aged, pallid-skinned Vizier, who carries the jade copy of the seal A Fugitive Art [Bk4]
of the governor. He is the overseer of the town's trade,and is assiduous in
combing the town for violators of the tariff laws.

She also learned to hate all magic-users, and has dedicated her life to
destroying them all, one by one. In this she is aided by two things; her hardwon skills at assassination, and her headdress of diamond rods.

The Art of Alliance [Bk5]
Vashanka’s Minion [Bk2]
Then Azyuna Danced [Bk3]
A Man and his God (m) [Bk3]
Sometime in the distant past (over 300 years ago), Cime gained some magical Wizard Weather [Bk4]
knowledge and an incredible longevity through her association with a circle of High Moon [Bk5]
magicians.

Cholly is happily married, has numerous cats at home, and two apprentices
who sleep at the back of the glue shop.
Agent of Jubal's protection racket.
Assassin, particularly of magicians. Her involvement with Tempus is both
ancient and mysterious.

Cholly performs a number of important services in sanctuary, including the
making of glue, removal of bodies from its streets each morning (unless
diseased - they're left for the Charnel House wagon) and free corpse disposal.

A master of glues and rendering, his establishment to 3 blocks from Sly's
Place and next door to Zandulas' Tannery on the Street of Tanners.
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Gluemaker

Chollandar /
Cholly

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
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Ex-guard/Seasoned
fighter

Master thief

Customs Inspector and
Investigator

Prostitute

Garrison Member

Cubert

Cudget Swearoath

Cusharlain/
Cusher

Cylene

Cythen

Non-Sanctuarite

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi

Unknown

Syrese
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An ex-hawkmask, joined up with Walegrin's troop, and was killed by Stepsons.
Much respected senior thief, hanged by order of the Prince when caught in the Shadowspawn (m) [Bk1]
act of burglary. Said to have been the finest thief in Thieves' World, Cudget
The Price of Doing Business (m) [Bk1]
was Hanse's teacher and surrogate father.
Vashanka’s Minion (m) [Bk2]
Shadow’s Pawn (m) [Bk2]
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
Godson (m) [Bk4]
Necromant [Bk5]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
The customs inspector and friend of Shive the Changer and in the pay of the
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
League of Changers (fences). He is a good source of information about the
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
goings-on in the lower-class areas of the city. Shafralain's cousin.
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Homecoming [Bk10]
A prostitute at the Aphrodesia House, and one of
Myrtis (m) [Bk1]
Myrtis' most trusted girls.
A former Hawkmask now allied with Walegrin. The only woman living in the
Steel [Bk4]
garrison barracks. Dark-haired, small-built, all teeth and eyes and utterly
The Corners of Memory [Bk5]
devoid of the traditional virtues almost every soldier brought into battle. Similar Gyskouras [Bk6]
appear to the seer, Illyra, but has a slash across her face.
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
Tried to avenge her raped sister, Bekin.

High Moon [Bk5]
Necromant [Bk5]
What Women Do Best [Bk6]
Second in command after Tempus and his intelligence gatherer, assistant and Witching Hour [Bk6]
interrogator. A pleasant-looking(?) man with a patrician nose and short,
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
feathery hair.
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
The Best of Friends [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
Web Weavers [Bk12]
Before coming to sanctuary, lived a time in Valtostin, fighting the Tostin tribes. Steel [Bk4]
Said to have killed twenty men in one day and had scars to provide it. Left
Valtostin because of a woman.

Stepson. Veteran fighter and leftside leader paired with Straton. Estrangled
from Straton because of his partner's love-alliance with Ischade.
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Stepson

Critias /
Crit

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
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Innkeeper

Princess and ex-wife of
Kadakithis

Mage-in-training

Servant

Child

Hazard-class mage

Hired kidnapper

Dansea

Daphne

Darios

Darous

Darseeya

Datan

Daxus

Unknown

Nisibisi

Rankan

Unknown

Unknown

Rankan

Ilsigi

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi(?)
Rankan
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Granddaughter of Mariat and sister of Keldrick. Fled Ranke with her vineyard
owning family to avoid Emperor Theron's faction.
Supreme of the Nisibisi wizards; slain by the Stepsons and Randal. His globe
of power, which now belongs to Randal, was the foremost of such artifacts
manufactured along Wizardwall.
One of the conspirators that arranged for Daphne's kidnapping and sold her
into slavery. He was captured by Chenaya and strangled by Daphne at a party
in front of many noble guests. Chenaya accused Molin Torchholder of ordering
the attack.

Now divorced from him, she is living with Chenaya's gladiators at Land's End
estate and has started a new life. Because of her savage treatment at the
hands of men in the brothel she was kept, Daphne has sworn never to let any
man touch her, unless she wants them to, and is training to keep her vow.
An apprentice wizard accidentally imprisoned in the Mageguild during the
False Plague riots. He was freed by Lalo, from whom he is now learning a
different sort of magic. He is Rhian's fiancee.
Old, blind servant of Enas Yorl (he says he's blind for a good reason - so the
basilisks that guard
Yorl's door don't effect him.) Darous carries a silk blindfold for visitors to use.

She was heavily pregnant at the time of her kidnapping - there was no
mention about what happened to the baby. It is probably dead, but maybe
not?! Kadakithis had no other offspring.

Wife of Shamut and joint proprietor of the inn, the Warm Kettle. She is a
pleasant, elderly woman and has been operating their business long before
the Rankan invaded. Her husband and she mind their own business and run
an honest establishment.
Small, delicate noblewoman of 'vicious' disposition and Kadakithis' official wife.
Ostensibly sent to safety before the arrival of the Beysib, the princess was
kidnapped and sold into slavery on Scavenger's lsland where Chenaya
rescued her.

Danlis is tall and slender, the cold perfection of her features and alabaster skin
belied by the grey eyes and golden hair. Her greatest admirer is
Cappen Varra.

Whenever possible, she acts to manipulate Molin, who is mostly unaware of
her machinations, being thoroughly conditioned to believe in Rankan male
supremacy.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Resident of Sanctuary. Was probably late home to his wife.
The daughter of a high born but poor nobleman and acts as lady-in-waiting
and confidante/ancilla to Lady Rosanda, Molin Torchholder's wife. She is quite
intelligent and loves to manipulate other's lives.
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OCCUPATION
Unknown
Lady-in-waiting

NAME/ALIAS
Dadisha
Danlis

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]

Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]

Ischade [Bk3]
Mirror Image [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
The Power of Kings (m) [Bk11]
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]

Shadowspawn [Bk1]
Wizard Weather (m) [Bk4]
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]

Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Shadow’s Pawn (m) [Bk2]
The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]

Rankan

Ilsigi(?)

Gladiator

Gladiator

Stepson

Slave girl

Prostitute

Brawler

Child
Blacksmith

Brothel Madam

Ex-Hawkmask

Dendur

Dismas

Dolon

Donan/
Lady Marissa
Doree

Dorien

Dru
Dubro

Dylan

Dzis

A Sticky Business [Bk11]

Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]

The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
Necromant [Bk5]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
Cade (m) [Bk10]

Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Web Weavers [Bk12]
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Cade [Bk10]
The Face of Chaos [Bk1]
The Fruit of Enlibar [Bk2]
The Dream of the Sorceress [Bk2]
A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
Steel [Bk4]
He specializes in wheel rims, horseshoeing and housewares, but can repair
Epilog [Bk4]
weapons if necessary.
Introduction [Bk5]
Votary (m) [Bk5]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
Slave Trade (m) [Bk11]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo (m) [Bk11]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]
The proprietor of a brothel in Red Lantern Street; her trademark is her brightly- Myrtis [Bk1]
dyed red hair.
Now works as a spy for others, including Moria And Mor-am.
Downwind [Bk4]

Works at the Aphrodisia House. Had nightmares of her dead lover, Aglon,
caused by a magic item from the destroyed Mage Guild - a small silver ball
that amplifies emotions but was spoiled by all the violence it had experienced.
Hired by Marype to mug Cholly to steal a magical amulet. He and his partner
failed.
Young daughter of Sarah, sister of Toth and niece of Cade.
Bazaar blacksmith and husband to Illyra. The quiet, huge smith of the Bazaar
who protects Illyra and does most of the repair work for the poor in the area.
He has little opportunity for combat because he is so obviously big and strong
that no one wants to fight him.

See Marissa.

Soldier left in charge when Critias and the more senior Scared Banders went
north with Tempus. He was shot in the arm with an arrow by by a piffle sniper.

Friend and fellow gladiator of Chenaya's. Former-thief-in-partner and lover of
Gestus.

One of a dozen gladiators accompanying Lowan Vigeles to Sanctuary.

Has an unnamed partner.
Based on Walegrin's thoughts, this man is the husband of a woman who bore
the half-breed child of a Beysib lover. He has probably deserted his wife and
child now. His wife was one of the women collecting silk schappe with
Theudebourga.

One of the best gladiators Ranke ever produced.
A dark-haired, muscled giant possessing great skill and strength.

Chenaya's companion and trainer.
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Ilsigi

Unknown

Ilsigi
Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Rankan(?)

Rankan

Rankan

Unknown
Unknown

Stepson
Stonemason(?)

Demas
Dendorat

Rankan

Gladiator

Dayrne

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Unknown

Ilsigi

Caravan Master

Prostitute

House-owner
Unknown
Post-hazard class mage Unknown

Houseguard

Stepson
Would-be Stepson

Bodyguard

Eliab/
Master Eliab
Elid/
Mad Elid
Elino
Enas Yorl

Enoir

Ephis
Erato

Ero

Downwind [Bk4]

The Veiled Lady [Bk7]

Downwind [Bk4]
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Shot twice in the leg by snipers in an ambush by the Piffles (The Front).
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
A watcher. Has an unnamed partner who was bespelled by Ischade to 'ignore' Necromant [Bk5]
Mor-am's visit to her house.
Bodyguard to Mor-am and a thief of higher class than his employer.
Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]

Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]
Sentences of Death [Bk1]
The Face of Chaos [Bk1]
The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
The Fruit of Enlibar (m) [Bk2]
Considered by some to be one of the three most powerful magicians in the
The Dream of the Sorceress [Bk2]
Rankan Empire. He can only be identified by his red, glowing eyes, since he is Shadow’s Pawn (m) [Bk2]
under a curse which causes him to change shape at unknown but frequent
Ischade [Bk3]
intervals. He is seen only in voluminous robes and is a good source of
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
information regarding anything in Sanctuary he's interested in. He has been
A Fugitive Art (m) [Bk4]
alive for centuries and is not a fighter but is very quick with his spells.
Epilog [Bk4]
The Corners of Memory [Bk5]
Yorl lives in a palatial residence below Pyrtanis Street in the Jeweler's
Mirror Image [Bk5]
Quarter. It is reported to be guarded by basilisks. He has a blind servant called What Women Do Best (m) [Bk6]
Darous. There is a tunnel connecting his underground lair with a tower
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
overlooking the bay.
Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Because of his ever-changing form, the only person alive who has seen his
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
true face is Lalo the Limner. He understands why the wizard doesn't want his Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
portrait painted.
Cade (m) [Bk10]
A Mercy Worse than None [Bk10]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo (m) [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
Once servant-master for Lastel, he then became houseguard to Masha zilBlood Brothers [Bk1]
Ineel. A fat man, according to Walegrin.
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Alcoholic husband of Masha. Fat, double-chinned, hugh-paunched with rings
of sagging fat around his waist, red-eyed, and clothed in ripped, dirty and
stained clothing. A lazy, stupid man. Masha was married off to him when her
uncles went bankrupt.
Ex-hawkmask who tried to hold Jubal's fighters together after the attack by
Tempus on the black slaver's estate. Mor-am and Moria were in his low-paid
service a short time. He introduced Mradhon Vis to them. Towering, huge
chested, dark haired man. Uncommunicative.
A tall man his a grey-shot beard and a fair and courageous nature. Oversees
a caravan between the cities of Suma and Sanctuary.
Cheap whore/part-time pick pocket who hunts
Mama Becho's in Downwind. Very persistence but smells.
Had one of a dozen Nisi bodies dumped on his doorstep.
Quasi-immortal mage cursed, because of his lust for women, with eternal life
and constantly changing physical form by a rival mage. (He often asks
females seeking his help to sleep with him.)
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Ilsigi

Rankan(?)
Ilsigi(?)

Unknown

Ilsigi(?)

Ex-hawkmask

Eichan

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi

OCCUPATION
Sponging husband

NAME/ALIAS
Eevroen

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Rankan(?)
Unknown

Sumarian

Actress

Lady
Ex-mage

Noble

OCCUPATION
Coppersmith
Thespian

Prostitute

Guardsman

Caravan Guard

Merchant/Changer &
sometime pusher

OCCUPATION
Bodyguard

Apprentice jeweler

Thief

Evenita

Expimilia
Eye/
The Eye/
The Wandering Eye /
Garislas
Ezucar

NAME/ALIAS
Farsi
Feltheryn

Flaine

Frax

Fulcris

Furtwan Coinpinch

NAME/ALIAS
Gage

Ganner

Gath

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
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Killed by poison after trying to steal a god-weapon in the form of a serpent
bracelet from a woman. His bones were 'ossified' by the bite.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Tongueless bodyguard belonging to Amoli. She had a vassal spell laid on him
when she bought him. He can neither speak or write. Has bad teeth.
Lalo's middle son, slain during the False Plague riots which signaled the end
of severe civil unrest in Sanctuary. He was once apprenticed to Herewick the
Jeweler.

Guards caravans between Tward and Sanctuary.
An honest and brave man of thirty-eight years but looks fifty. Not a man to run
from overwhelming odds and injury.
A good source of information and rumours in Sanctuary. Friend of Cholly and
associate of Menostric the Misadept.

New prostitute at the Aphrodisia House. Pretty in a kittenish sort of way, an
escapee from the streets of Sanctuary.
Former palace guardsman, now Strick's fiercely loyal guard. Known to sleep
on the job. A deep-voiced man.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Once loaned Lalo money
Actor, director, and producer of Feltheryn's Players, a small theatrical
company which has found a better audience in Sanctuary than in the capital
city. An elderly man with bushy white hair and blue eyes.

Mirror Image [Bk5]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk11]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
Shadow’s Pawn (m) [Bk2]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Blood Brothers [Bk1]

Shadowspawn [Bk1]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]

The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
Night Work [Bk12]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Homecoming [Bk10]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk10]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]

Godson [Bk4]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Homecoming [Bk10]
Working for Feltheryn's troop, she comes from a piteous life and works hard at The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
her job. She is dark haired and has warm brown eyes. Her acting parts are
usually minor, such a chambermaid. And she can cook!
Shafralain's wife.
Spellmaster [Bk9]
A larger than fist-sized disembodied floating eyeball who can speak
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
(somehow). Featured mainly in Shadowspawn's adventure in Firaqa in a maze
under the mage Corstic's manse. Corstic had bespelled/cursed him into his
strange form. He was once named Garislas. (See The Shadow of Sorcery)
Deceased husband of Jodeera. A well-off and powerful noble in Suma.
The Veiled Lady (m) [Bk7]

Shafralain's eldest nubile daughter. A lean, but extremely beautiful young
blonde girl. She was lusted after by many, including Shadowspawn.

Stabbed Teretaff, then was killed (by being dashed into a wall) by his huge
wife, the S'danzo seeress Moonflower, after Esanssu went beserke after an
'unsatisfying' reading of the future.
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Ilsigi

Ilsigi

NATIONALITY
Unknown

Ilsigi(?)

Unknown

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi(?)
Unknown

Unknown

Rankan(?)

Lady

Esaria

Beysib

Noble

Esanssu
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Ilsigi

Unknown

Actress

Brewer
Goldsmith

Archpriest

Fence

Thief

Glayph

Glisselrand

Goatfoot
Gonfred

Gordonesh

Gorthis/
Old Gorthis
Gralis

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)
Rankan(?)

Rankan(?)

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi

Rankan
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Friend of Harran. Works in the Charnel House. Knows where to find fresh
corpses. Supplies corpses to Siveni's priests for anatomy instruction.

A crotchety old man who spends his time in senile contemplations of his
religion's fall.
An honest fence - at least he gives the fairest prices in Sanctuary.
Recommended by Moria.
Got his collarbone broken mugging the wrong man.

Known to sell bad beer. Not held in high opinion by Ahdio of Sly's Place.
An honest goldsmith - no shavings, scrapings or drippings he takes from
others. Moves among the 'better' end of town, attending parties held by the
Prince-Governor. Was once cured of his 'hiccoughing' problem by Strick.
Archpriest of Ils in Sanctuary. This worthy patriarch is old and almost senile.
He is rarely seen on the streets, working entirely through his High-Flamen,
Hazroah.

Feltheryn's wife and partner in all things. She is still beautiful, for being over
fifty summers old. A mad knitter.

Patron at Sly's Place

She is a no-nonsense woman with an often 'flaky' husband and many children
to look after. She is the typical 'goddess mother' figure and her husband used
her image to portray the goddess Sabellia.

A large woman with doughty, ring-covered hands and an unrivaled bosom. A
source of many rumours.
Friend and fellow gladiator of Chenaya's. Ex-thief and partner of Dismas.
Resembles his lover with the same sandy hair, close-cropped beards and
exaggerated musculature.
Lalo's indomitable wife. A very large, middle-aged woman with grey eyes and
greying blonde hair.
Gilla married Lalo when both were young and enthusiastic about his artistic
talents. Since then, Gilla's motherly skills have proven more important to the
family than Lalo's under-used artistic gifts.

The madam of the popular House of Mermaids, a prosperous and exotic
house on the Street of Red Lanterns. She is a supporter of Myrtis, the leader
of the madams on the street, and is always on the lookout for new and
unusual talents.

A foul-mouthed, violent mercenary and member of the 3rd Commando. Hard
to rein in by his commanders. He was once a stepson.
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Corpse-cutter and parttime gravedigger

House wife

Gilla

Grian

Ilsigi(?)

Gladiator

Gestus

Ilsigi(?)

House Madam

Gelicia

Rankan(?)

Mercenary of the 3rd
Commando

Gayle

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

The Hand That Feeds You [Bk6]
The Tie That Binds [Bk9]

Night Work (m) [Bk12]

The Best of Friends [Bk11]

The Gate of Flying Knives (m) [Bk1]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]

The Power of Kings [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Spellmaster [Bk9]

9/11/2005

Keeping Promises [Bk7]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
A Fugitive Art [Bk4]
Mirror Image [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
Web Weavers [Bk12]
The Veiled Lady [Bk7]

What Women Do Best [Bk6]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
Winds of Fortune (m) [Bk12]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
Myrtis [Bk1]

OCCUPATION
Bazaar Vendor

Beggar

Storyteller/
Rumour Monger/
Advisor to the
Shupansea/
Trade Ambassador

Want-to-be-thief

Child

NAME/ALIAS
Haakon

Haggit

Hakiem

Hakky

Handoo

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi

Half Rankan/Godling
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With his partner, Ahaz, tried unsuccessfully to roll
Hanse who was in disguise as the old man,
Skarth. Son of Synab. Got a staff in the family jewels for all his troubles.
Three year old daughter of Masha zil-ineel.

After the arrival of the Beysib fleet, Hakiem became a sort of ambassador for
Sanctuary and close advisor of Shupansea, herself, a role he never becomes
truly comfortable with.

He frequents the Bazaar, selling his stories for coppers to whomever will
listen. He can also be found at the large wharf when he is not chased off by
the fishermen, who think he steals.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
A sweetmeat vendor in the Bazaar, popular with the vendors as well as
buyers. He sells his pastries to other Bazaar-folk at a fraction of the price to
others. A good friend of Illyra and Dubro. Also a seller of Enlibar oranges
when they are in season.
One of Mama Becho 's eldest boys, from Downwind. Often works as a beggar
and limps home some mornings to spend his take at the tavern. A lean,
twisted man.
Storyteller and confidant extraordinaire.
Hakiem is an excellent storyteller, a master of his craft. Old and wizened, he is
not a threat to anyone and is universally tolerated, at least in the Bazaar and
the poorer areas of the city. However, as his employer Jubal points out,
people often forget that one who talks so much can also hear, making Hakiem
a valuable spy.

A bad-tempered brat with the power to create storms, or kill, or more. Was
only calmed when joined by his foster-brother, Arton (son of Illyra). Currently
both are in the Bandaran Isles for education.

One of the Storm Children, conceived during an ill-fated Ritual of the TenSlaying, a commemoration of Vashanka's vengeance on his brothers. His
mother was a Northern slavegirl named Seylalha, who performed the dance of
the goddess Azyuna for Tempus, in the role of the god Vashanka.
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Storm Child

Gyskouras

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Spiders of the Purple Mage (m) [Bk2]

9/11/2005

Introduction [Bk1]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
The Price of Doing Business (m) [Bk1]
Introduction [Bk2]
The Fruit of Enlibar [Bk2]
Vashanka’s Minion [Bk2]
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
Introduction [Bk3]
A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
Introduction [Bk4]
Exercise in Pain [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
Introduction [Bk5]
The Art of Alliance [Bk5]
Introduction [Bk6]
What Women Do Best [Bk6]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth [Bk6]
Introduction [Bk7]
The Veiled Lady, or A Look at the Normal Folk [Bk7]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Introduction [Bk9]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
Introduction [Bk10]
Cade (m) [Bk10]
Introduction [Bk11]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
To Begin Again [Bk12]
Night Work [Bk12]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
The Face of Chaos [Bk1]
The Fruit of Enlibar [Bk2]
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
Downwind [Bk4]
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]

Gyskouras [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]

Physician

Wizard

Harran

Hast-ra-kodi
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Famed sorcerer, believed by some to have created two sets of indestructible
mail armour.

Goddess (m) [Bk2]

9/11/2005

The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
Vashanka’s Minion [Bk2]
A young, superbly skillful thief, often seen in the Maze. He is of average
Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]
height, is wiry and has dark hair and eyes. He often dresses in dark,
Ischade [Bk3]
nondescript clothing and has a half-dozen or more weapons squirreled about The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
his body.
A Man and his God [Bk3]
A Fugitive Art (m) [Bk4]
A master skulker and slitherer, he can rob from the most vigilant without being Wizard Weather [Bk4]
caught, but will not fight unless forced to.
Godson [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
High Moon [Bk5]
Necromant [Bk5]
What Women Do Best (m) [Bk6]
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
The Veiled Lady, or A Look at the Normal Folk (m) [Bk7]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
Homecoming [Bk10]
Slave Trade [Bk11]
The Power of Kings (m) [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]
To Begin Again (m) [Bk12]
Twin brothers from history (twelve hundred years previous) who were said to
Goddess (m) [Bk2]
have donned the indestructible mail armour and slot-fronted helmets of the
sorcerer Hast-ra-kodi. They had marched against the wizard-prince Sterl, but
their expedition had disappeared during a storm in the mountains - brothers,
armour and 3 thousand men all.
A good source of local rumour. Helped Hanse in his search for Tempus with
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
information regarding the movement of two certain Hell Hounds. He is partial
Spellmaster [Bk9]
to Ahdio's sausages.
The only woman ever accepted by the fishermen as one of their own. She has A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
a round, fleshy and weathered face.
Introduction [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth [Bk6]
Overworked surgeon for the Stepsons and one-time priest of the nearly
The Hand That Feeds You [Bk6]
forgotten goddess, Siveni Gray-Eyes.
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside [Bk7]
Now part of a fourfold divinity with the goddess, a crippled woman called Mriga The Tie That Binds [Bk9]
and and a small bitch-dog. Siveni is the Ilsigi goddess of wisdom, medicine
and defense.

Native thief of Sanctuary and bitter supporter of the lost glory of Ilsig. He has
recently returned from a lengthy stay in the north and often has surprising
friends and connections, among them Strick and Prince Kadakithis.
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Unknown

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Fisherwoman

Haron

Unknown

Ilsigi

Warrior twins

Harash and Hakkad

Ilsigi

Harmocohl Dripnose/ Maze-dweller
Harmy

Thief

Hanse /
Shadowspawn

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Shop assistant

High Flamen

Jeweler

Gatekeeper

Apprentice storyteller

Scrivener

Young mother and wife
of a construction
worker.

Hazen

Hazroah

Herewick /
Herwich

Honald

Hort

Hoxa

Hummy

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)

Nisibisi

Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
A Fugitive Art [Bk4]

The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]

Downwind [Bk4]
High Moon [Bk5]
Necromant [Bk5]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside [Bk7]
When the Spirit Moves You [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
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9/11/2005

Teenaged son of a fisherman (Panit) and now Hakiem's sometime apprentice. A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
(He's no good at fishing and had originally planned heading off to Ranke to
Introduction [Bk4]
find employment.)
Introduction [Bk5]
Votary [Bk5]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth (m) [Bk6]
Introduction [Bk10]
Introduction [Bk11]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
Molin Torchholder's secretary. An Ilsigi merchant's son, born and raised in
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Sanctuary.
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]
One of the common folk, with a young daughter. The rebuilding of Sanctuary
Night Work [Bk12]
has meant work for her husband and meat on the table.

This man and his family control entry into the Governor's Palace. He is the
man to bribe if you need access to the grounds, and again to bribe if you'd
rather no one else knew about it. He is Ilsigi, but doesn't much care who goes
in or out, as long as he is paid.

High priest of the temple of Ils. Response for organising the kidnapping of the
Lady Danlis and controller of the sikkintairs. A bold, ruthless man who would
have been better suited as a soldier.
Jeweler of good reputation. Apprenticed Lalo's son Ganner, before the lad
was killed during civil unrest in Sanctuary.

Furtwan's nephew and shop assistant at the Changer's establishment. Would
watch Cholly's wagon when the gluemaker is visiting his uncle.

A nisibisi dancer and slave sent to Ischade by the Stepsons; now free. Her
one-time apprentice, he betrayed her and became trapped in a warded house
with the witch Roxane. He claims he is Roxane's cousin. Finally escaped and
crawled back to Ischade for help.
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Dancer / Mage-want-tobe

Haught

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Ilsigi(?)

House wife

Groom

Servant
Master priest of Siveni

Melon-pedlar

Priest

Innos

Irda
Irik

Irohunda

Isambard
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Bedmate of Cusher and daughter of Renn
the Banker.
Wife of Cholly the Gluemaker. Much-beloved and obeyed by her large
husband.
One of the several grooms who watch over the military barracks and stables.
Was supposed to properly dispose with Razkuli 's head, but instead sold it to
the brothel, House of Whips and Chains. (They use skulls in their décor.) Was
made to leave town by Zalbar for his little "mistake".
Young servant girl at the Aphrodesia House.
An old fair-haired, graying priest. Wears white robes. Now only "living" in a
picture and Harran's memories. Irik was an irrepressible punster.
Seller in the Bazaar. Known to be "taken in" by
Hanse's cultivated and boyish act.
A young Rankan priest loyal to Molin Torchholder. Carer of the Storm
Children.

She lives in the Bazaar, with her blacksmith husband, Dubro. Having given up
her son to be playmate of the godchild, Gyskouras, and her daughter
murdered in the False Plague riots, she now cares for for abandoned and
crippled little girl and is happy with her family.

Also, the mother of year-old twins: a boy (Arton) and a adopted girl (Trevya).
Hounded and wounded by PFLS in the False Plague, her own daughter Lillis
was killed by Zip.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Illyra has true-sight, unlike many others of her profession. When working, she
applies thick kohl and make-up, and masses of shapeless clothing so as to
appear as an "old crone", the expected appearance for a seeress.
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Rankan

Ilsigi

Unknown
Unknown

Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)

Young lady

Imaya
Rennsdaughter
Ineedra

NATIONALITY
Half-blood S'danzo

OCCUPATION
Seeress

NAME/ALIAS
Illyra

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]

The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]

Myrtis [Bk1]
The Hand That Feeds You (m) [Bk6]

When the Spirit Moves You [Bk7]

A Sticky Business [Bk11]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
The Face of Chaos [Bk1]
The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
The Fruit of Enlibar [Bk2]
The Dream of the Sorceress [Bk2]
A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
Steel [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
Introduction [Bk5]
Votary [Bk5]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Lady of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
Web Weavers [Bk12]
Homecoming [Bk10]

Sausage-maker

Noble

Ivalia

Izamel

Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)

Unknown
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Has the disposition of an angel and arms like a cooper's. Everything about her
is round.
A very wealthy man in Sanctuary. A member of the ancient aristocracy and
Spellmaster [Bk9]
wealth of ancient, long-dead Ilsigi. Quite an old man around whose skull
remained only a halo of hair. Sold his villa to Strick, giving a loan at no
interest.

Necromancer and thief. Her curse is passed to her lovers, who die from it. Her Ischade [Bk3]
rivalry with Roxane drew her into the murky realm of Sanctuary's politics.
Downwind [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk5]
No ordinary doxy, she often goes about hooded, or in the form of a bird. Said High Moon [Bk5]
to possess female roundness in delightful proportions, but a less then
Necromant [Bk5]
delightful attitude. Since the diminution of magic in Sanctuary, she has been in What Women Do Best [Bk6]
isolation at her house on the White Foal River.
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
The Hand That Feeds You [Bk6]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside [Bk7]
When the Spirit Moves You [Bk7]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
The Tie That Binds (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Cade (m) [Bk10]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
Supplier of Ahdio's special sausages. As a soft-spot for cats. Owns 8 cats of
The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
her own.
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Witch

Ischade
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Barbarian Prince

Stepson/Mercenary

Scribe/Roving
Village of Hort (now
representative of Master destroyed)
Melilot

Soldier

Blossoming Seeress

Young Boy / Now a
slave

Jamie the Red

Janni

Jarveena

Jennek

Jileel

Jimny
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A thin, dark-haired girl with many visible and some invisible scars. Her
younger years were spent seeking revenge on those who sacked and burned
her home in the village of Hort. This she found with the help of Enas Yorl. She
now works as a roving representative of Master Melilot and other Sanctuarian
merchants.
One of six men from Clan Burek (selected for his taste for adventure rather
than sense) who accompanied Molin Torchholder to fetch Niko from an inn.
Second eldest daughter of Moonflower. Looks a lot like her elder sister,
Mignureal. Like her deceded mother and departed sister, she also has 'true
sight'.
A missing, scrawny, boy taken as a slave and sort by his mother. Though Illyra
'saw' what had happened to him, nothing could be done to help him.

In the intervening years she had been employed as Melilot's trading agent,
and her many hideous scars have been slowly fading.

A woman - of Forgotten Holt – once Melilot the Scribe's apprentice, who, with
Enas Yorl's help, unveiled a plot to assassinate Prince Kadakithis shortly after
his arrival in Sanctuary.

Nikodemo's short time rightside partner while he lived. Raised to heaven by
Abarsis and now restored to a semblance of life by Ischade. (Basically a
ghost.)

From Machad, he had no love for the Rankans but still followed Abarsis to
Sanctuary. A Stepson tortured and killed by Roxane.

He is usually ready for a brawl or a drink, depending on his mood. Although
appearing initially dumb, he has some education from the court of the
mountain king, his father. He is a drinking buddy of Cappen Varra.

Jacob's very successful sideline is blackmail, for which he maintains a virtual
army of urchins who spy for him.
Roxane's first lieutenant in espionage.
Helped Sinn after the minstrel had become lost in the Maze. Sinn had
previously caught Jakar trying to pick-pocket him, and gave the boy a silver
piece. Jakar repaid the kindness.
A tall, square shouldered, nordic barbarian from the Northern Mountains,
whose hair gave rise to his nickname. He maintained an apartment in the
Jeweler's Quarter where his two women live (of whom he is quite jealous).

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
A fruit seller in the bazaar. Although he is evidentially completely blind, his
fruits are of the best, even occasionally including the famous Enlibar oranges.
This is due to his multitude of contacts with the merchants in Sanctuary.
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Ilsigi

S'danzo

Beysib

Machadian

Northerner

Nisibisi
Ilsigi(?)

Soldier
Street urchin

Jagat
Jakar

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi

OCCUPATION
Fruit Seller

NAME/ALIAS
Jacob /
Jakob /
Blind Jacob

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
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Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]

Homecoming [Bk10]
Night Work [Bk12]

The God-Chosen [Bk7]

Wizard Weather [Bk4]
High Moon [Bk5]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Power Play (m) [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind (m) [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire (m) [Bk8]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
Sentences of Death [Bk1]
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
A Mercy worse than none [Bk10]

The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]

High Moon (m) [Bk5]
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
The Face of Chaos (m) [Bk1]
The Fruit of Enlibar (m) [Bk2]
Keeping Promises (m) [Bk7]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
Spellmaster [Bk9]

Sumese

Ilsigi

Ex-Lady of Leisure/
Barkeeper

Prostitute

Carpenter

Stonemason

Mercenary

Jodeera /
Jo /
Lady Saphtherabah/
Cleya/
Kaybe
Joia

Joiner & his Wife

Jordis

Jore
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Worked on the new temple of Savankala. Complimented Lalo on his artwork at The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
Molin Torchholder's Hall party.
One of Walegrin's men.
The Corners of Memory [Bk5]

9/11/2005

The Veiled Lady, or A Look at the Normal Folk [Bk7]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]

The Secret of the Blue Star [Bk1]

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]

Young working girl at the Aphrodisia House. Has auburn (hennaed) curls. She Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
was given a small silver ball by her lover, Aglon, which turned out to be a lost
magical item that emphasizes dreams. She gave the ball to a guardsmen
called Rocio.
His name was forgotten by Harran. Came to the physician to have a deep
The Tie That Binds [Bk9]
wound tended to. He had driven a nail through his hand which had festered
and needed to be drained. Not a rich couple.

Huge-bellied, naked except for a skimpy loincloth and a dozen rings in each
ear.
The woman Ahdio loves, and who works for him at Sly's Place. Since she is
far too beautiful to travel safely through the maze, Ahdio protects her with a
disguise of ugliness. Was married to a wealthy and powerful wizard called
Ezucar, now dead.

One of Zip's young recruits. Companion of Speaklittle. Guarded the border of
Zip's territory at the edge of Downwind.
He business is to conduct the favoured customers to the chambers of their
chosen women, throw out the drunk and abusive customers from the
Aphrodisia House.
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Unknown

Unknown

Ilsigi(?)

Unknown

Eunuch

Jiro

Ilsigi

Street kid/Piffle (PFLS)

Jing

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Crime-lord

Unknown
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After nearly being killed by Tempus and the Stepsons, a magical healing by
The Lizerene has cost him decades of life. Many believe he is dead. Working
behind the scenes to destabilize the Beysib occupation of Sanctuary. His only
friend and lieutenant is Saliman.

Jubal rose from being a common thief to master of nearly all the illegal and a
few legal activities in Sanctuary. He maintained a force of cutthroats hidden in
blue hawk masks to do his dirty-work. They were referred to as blue Hawks or
Hawkmasks.

Black crime-lord, once a gladiator, now considered semi-respectable because
of his immense power; deals in slaves, drugs, and smuggled goods.
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Jubal
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The Face of Chaos (m) [Bk1]
The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
Myrtis [Bk1]
The Dream of the Sorceress [Bk2]
Vashanka’s Minion (m) [Bk2]
Shadow’s Pawn (m) [Bk2]
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
Looking for Satan (m) [Bk3]
A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
A Man and his God [Bk3]
Introduction (m) [Bk4]
Exercise in Pain [Bk4]
Downwind (m) [Bk4]
Steel (m) [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
High Moon (m) [Bk5]
Necromant [Bk5]
The Art of Alliance [Bk5]
The Corners of Memory (m) [Bk5]
Votary [Bk5]
What Women Do Best [Bk6]
Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth (m) [Bk6]
Introduction [Bk7]
Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside (m) [Bk7]
When the Spirit Moves You (m) [Bk7]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
No Glad in Gladiator [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Cade (m) [Bk10]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
Slave Trade [Bk11]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
Our Vintage Years (m) [Bk12]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]
To Begin Again [Bk12]

OCCUPATION
Prince-Governor

NAME/ALIAS
Kadakithis /
Ki-thus

NATIONALITY
Rankan

Ilsigi
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He is quite fair, when it is possible. The prince was given the nickname 'Kitty
Cat' by those contemptuous of his diplomatic rather than tyrannical ways. His
wife has sadistic tendencies, so he maintains several concubines as well.

The Imperial Governor of Sanctuary is slim, with curly blonde hair, in his late
teens, idealistic and enthusiastic. He is also intelligent and has excellent
awareness of why he is where he is.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Charismatic but naïve governor of the town. Exiled to Sanctuary by his halfbrother the Rankan Emperor, Abakithis, who was assassinated in the north
some years ago.

A herbal healer murdered mysteriously four years before. Believed to have
been killed by Vashanka. Father of Alten Stulwig.
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Herbalist

Jutu Stulwig
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STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Introduction [Bk1]
Sentences of Death [Bk1]
The Gate of Flying Knives (m) [Bk1]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
The Price of Doing Business (m) [Bk1]
Blood Brothers (m) [Bk1]
Myrtis (m) [Bk1]
Introduction [Bk2]
Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
Goddess (m) [Bk2]
The Dream of the Sorceress [Bk2]
Vashanka’s Minion (m) [Bk2]
Shadow’s Pawn (m) [Bk2]
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
Looking for Satan [Bk3]
Ischade (m) [Bk3]
A Gift in Parting (m) [Bk3]
The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn (m) [Bk3]
Then Azyuna Danced [Bk3]
A Man and his God [Bk3]
Introduction [Bk4]
Exercise in Pain (m) [Bk4]
Downwind (m) [Bk4]
A Fugitive Art [Bk4]
Steel [Bk4]
Wizard Weather [Bk4]
Godson (m) [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
Introduction [Bk5]
High Moon (m) [Bk5]
Necromant [Bk5]
The Corners of Memory (m) [Bk5]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]

The Dream of the Sorceress (m) [Bk2]

Eunuch bodyguard
Mercenary

Unknown
Unknown
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A huge eunuch employed as bodyguard and bouncer at the Lily Garden.
Member or contacter for the 3rd Commando
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Kalem
Kali
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Introduction [Bk6]
What Women Do Best (m) [Bk6]
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
A Breath of Power (m) [Bk6]
Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth (m) [Bk6]
Introduction (m) [Bk7]
Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
The Veiled Lady (m) [Bk7]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
When the Spirit Moves You (m) [Bk7]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire (m) [Bk8]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
No Glad in Gladiator (m) [Bk9]
The Tie That Binds (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
A Mercy worse than none (m) [Bk10]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
Homecoming [Bk10]
Introduction (m) [Bk11]
Slave Trade (m) [Bk11]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo (m) [Bk11]
Introduction (m) [Bk12]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Our Vintage Years (m) [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
To Begin Again [Bk12]
Blood Brothers [Bk1]
Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]

Ilsigi(?)
Rankan

Young girl
Teenage boy

Wizard /Priest of Weda
Krizhtawn

Scholar / Magician

Kemren / The Purple
Mage

Khamwas
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Khamwas and Samlor's story continues in the novel (Dagger).

Has a manakin servant/pet named Tjainufi - a man no more than a foot tall
which sits upon his shoulder. He received the manakin after he had preyed to
certain powers for wisdom. Tjainufi sprouts advice but it is often wrong for the
particular circumstance.

Khamwas has a cultured voice and goes about hooded, and though isn't very
brave and has little idea how to fight, is a steadfast companion. He is of
average height and a fine-boned structure, though looks taller in his hood.
Khamwas carries a staff that can with glow pale blue light. He has a daughter
the same age as Samlor's niece, Star.

Kemren's home was guarded by both living and non-living creatures, including
giant bengil crabs, guardian monkeys and poisonous spiders, both real and
illusional. Kemren was killed by Masha and Smhee when one of his machines
was reversed and it drowned him.
The scholar came to Sanctuary searching for a man named Setios who had a Inheritor [Bk10]
stele from his land, Napata, the Land of the River. The stele gives the location
of a tomb. He and Samlor hil Samt fight 6 demons together and have to be
saved by Star's conjured tornado.

A crafty bastard. Though he no longer worshipped the goddess, he still
covered himself in rancid butter as her priests would do.

9/11/2005

What Women Do Best [Bk6]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
The Veiled Lady, or A Look at the Normal Folk (m) [Bk7]
A tall and broad-shouldered woman, with a firm chin and clear narrow eyes;
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
her hair was as black as a wizard's, her clothes nondescript but cut to facilitate Down by the Riverside (m) [Bk7]
easy movement.
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
Winds of Fortune (m) [Bk12]
Old nurse who has cared for the Beysa since her infancy, now her personal
Introduction [Bk11]
servant.
Young friend of Lalo's daughter Latilla.
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
Eldest (14 yrs) grandson of Mariat. Mature beyond his years due to what
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]
happened to his family in Ranke. Now the man of his family.
A powerful magician based on the Island of Shugthee. He derived his magical Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
energy from a series of mechanical-magical devices. He was once a 'good'
The Fruit of Enlibar (m) [Bk2]
mage who had his character changed to evil when there was a backlash from A Gift of Parting (m) [Bk3]
a miscast spell.
Steel (m) [Bk4]

Tempus' barely acknowledged daughter and assassin of the brutal 3rd
Commando. Tactical liaison between the 3rd and both the PFLS and the
Stepsons. Sometime lover of Critias, Zip and Molin Torchholder.
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Napatan

Originally from Sharranpip

Beysib

Servant

Kammesin/
Kam-sin
Karis
Keldrick

Rankan(?)

Mercenary

Kama /
Jes
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Stonemason
Guard / sailor /
wanderer

Family Name

Cook
Vinery Owner/
Winemaker

Silkseller

Fisherman

Vivisectionist

Noblewoman

Kivan
Klikitagh

Kodrix

Kotilis
Kranderon

Kul

Kummanni

Kurd

Kurrekai

Beysib

Rankan(?)

Beysib

Ilsigi(?)

Unknown
Rankan

Cirdonian

Unknown
Unknown

Ilsigi
Rankan

Votary (m) [Bk5]

Then Azyuna Danced [Bk3]

Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Our Vintage Years (m) [Bk11]

Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]

The Tie That Binds [Bk9]
A Mercy worse than none [Bk10]

Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
Introduction [Bk1]
Steel [Bk4]
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The Dream of the Sorceress (m) [Bk2]
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
A Man and his God (m) [Bk3]
Godson (m) [Bk4]
Slain by Tempus upon whom he had performed some of his viler experiments. Necromant (m) [Bk5]
The Art of Alliance (m) [Bk5]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
When the Spirit Moves You (m) [Bk7]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye (m) [Bk12]
The Beysa's motherly cousin. Has a pet serpent and a different headdress for Mirror Image [Bk5]
every day of the week. A generous person says her servants.
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]

Enas Yorl was successful in lifting the curse, but so strong was it, Klikitagh
died and rose again with exactly the same curse, but with all his previous
memories gone so he could not remember the crime he had committed. Yet
Jarveena later found him dead on the street, so the immortally must have
been lifted also??
The Cirdonian noble family of which Samlor hil-Samt and Samlane are
members.
Partner of Shiey and actual cook at the Peres house.
Heir to the Aquinta wine empire, who had married
Mariat forty years previous, but was killed by Theron's allies when he was not
quick enough to desert the memory of his old friend Abakithis.
Runs a bazaar-tall, frequented by rich patrons such as Molin Torchholder. A
bright-eyed man who knows when to fawn to make a sale. A careful business
man.
Talked to by Hort to gain information for Samlor hil Samt. Was arrested with
two others by Beysib cavalry.
An immigrant from Ranke, driven out of there by
Zalbar who took offense to his use of slaves for his experiments. Kurd was
about fifty, his cadaverous body shows the neglect in clothes and grooming of
a man dedicated to his avocation.

Klikitagh is under an immortality curse of a thousand years and is unable to
eat or sleep at the same place more than once. He was bought to Sanctuary
by Jarveena to see if Enas Yorl could break the curse. It turns out the curse
was self-inflicted because of a terrible misdeed he committed and part of his
punishment was that he would believe it had been unjustly cast by another
person.

Five year old daughter of Masha.
The Rankan Emperor's chief adviser. A close confidant of Abakithis. Financed
Walegrin's search for Enlibrite steel, but tried to have Walegrin assassinated
to have the knowledge for himself.
Worked for Siveni Gray-eyes on the construction of Sanctuary's new walls.
Companion of Jarveena. A boorish fellow with broad shoulders, large and
sinewy hands, and a heard and hair of fair colour and red sunburned skin from
many days at sea.
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Imperial Advisor

Kheem
Kilite
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Unknown

Limner / Artist

Merchant / drug-dealer / Ilsigi
bartender

Lahboo the TightFisted

Lalo

Lastel /
One-Thumb
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As well as moonlighting as bartender in the Vulgar Unicorn, Lastel sells
information and deals in the drug krrf. As Lastel, he maintains a very rich
residence in the Jeweler's Quarter, which connects by tunnels to the Lily
Garden.

A large, heavyset, unpleasant-looking man who's left thumb is missing from
the second joint - as Lastel, he wears a taxidermist's imitation covering the
stump.

Uptown merchant and one-time owner of the Vulgar Unicorn, a rowdy and
popular tavern in the middle of the Maze. Betrayed by local magicians, he
spent a small eternity in death's embrace. Freed from magic by Cime when
she wreaked havoc on the local Mageguild, he is a confused shadow of his
former self.

He and his wife, Gilla, own their own house, which they share with their many
children.

His skills have included painting a person's inner beauty and making pictures
come alive with his breath.

A miser who was murdered and who's ghost is said to haunt a deserted
building in the Maze. Story is scary enough to even put off a dying man from
entering the building.
A native Sanctuary artist whose paintings are more than they seem. Lalo has
been the subject of enchantment by both mages and gods with magics he
does not fully understand, and is living proof that talent alone does not
guarantee artistic success.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Warlord of Mygdon (capital of Mygdonia) and the little known world north of
Wizardwall, with whom Nisibis wizards (such as Roxane) made a pact against
the Rankans and their allies.
Helped bring a wounded soldier to the physician Harran. Lean and blonde.
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Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)

Rankan(?)

Stepson

Lafen

NATIONALITY
Mygdonian

OCCUPATION
Warlord

NAME/ALIAS
Lacan Ajami
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The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
A Fugitive Art [Bk4]
Mirror Image [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk9]
Homecoming [Bk10]
Introduction [Bk11]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven (m) [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye (m) [Bk12]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]
The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
Blood Brothers [Bk1]
Introduction (m) [Bk2]
The Dream of the Sorceress (m) [Bk2]
Introduction [Bk3]
A Man and his God [Bk3]
Introduction (m) [Bk4]
Wizard Weather [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
High Moon [Bk5]
Necromant [Bk5]
What Women Do Best [Bk6]
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Power Play (m) [Bk8]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]

Spiders of the Purple Mage (m) [Bk2]

The Hand That Feeds You [Bk6]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
High Moon (m) [Bk5]

Midwife

Factotum

Gladiator

Wench
Baby

Barfly

Concubine

Nobleman's son
Unknown
Exiled Aristocrat

Palace Major-Domo

Beggar

Prostitute

Stepson

Leah

Lempchin

Leyn

Light-of-Pearl
Lillis

Linza

Lirain

Liso
Looza
Lowan Vigeles

Lu-Broca

Luth-im

Lycansha

Lyncaeos

Rankan(?)

Cadite

Unknown

Ilsigi

Rankan
Ilsigi(?)
Rankan

Rankan

Ilsigi(?)

Northern (?)
S'danzo

Rankan

Rankan

Unknown

Ilsigi

Mirror Image [Bk5]
A Breath of Power (m) [Bk6]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
Goddess [Bk2]
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Stepson killed the night ghosts invaded the city.

A Cadite prostitute in the House of Mermaids. Said to be fond of
Shadowspawn and an expect oral-submissive.

The Major-Domo, the man to see to arrange legitimate interviews, or to be
smuggled into the palace itself. He, too, is Ilsigi, and has been in Sanctuary
since before the Rankans arrived. He has keys for locks the Rankans never
heard of.
Works as messenger for Moruth the Beggar King.

Owner of the Land's End estate.
Murdered by the piffle Ro-Karthis, who was crucified on on Lowan's burning
funeral boat.

Siphinos' lanky blond son.
Neighbour of Masha's who would watch the midwife's child when she is away.
Half-brother of Molin Torchholder, father of Chenaya, a wealthy aristocrat selfexiled to Sanctuary in the wake of Abakithis' assassination.

One of the seven concubines of Prince Kadakithis. Discovered as a plotter
against the prince through information supplied by Hanse (Shadowspawn).
Was executed for her troubles.

Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]

Shadowspawn (m) [Bk1]

Downwind [Bk4]

Witching Hour [Bk6]
Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye (m) [Bk12]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
The Promise of Heaven (m) [Bk11]

Shadowspawn [Bk1]
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
Godson (m) [Bk4]

9/11/2005

The Power of Kings [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Friend and fellow gladiator of Chenaya's. A beautiful figure of a man with curly Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
blond hair and classically sculpted body and blue eyes.
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
A housemate of Jamie the Red and companion of Butterfly.
The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
Daughter of Illyra. Arton's twin sister. Slain in the False Plague riots by Zip
Steel (m) [Bk4]
who chopped the child in two and split open her mother's stomach with an
Gyskouras [Bk6]
axe.
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]
Tarkle's 'almost' bedpartner. She is unfortunately adorned with one eyebrow
Night Work [Bk12]
and one of her eyes sort of looks off to the side, though Tarkle thought her the
best thing ever to happen to him. Relationship didn't last long after discovering
all Tarkle's furniture had been stolen.

Old woman who tended at Samlane's birth, who slit Leah's throat in her panic.
Her body was burnt.
The youngest member of the acting company, Feltheryn's Players. Acts as
factotum (one employed to do all kinds of work) to the troupe.

Lalo's youngest daughter, just on the edge of puberty.
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Young girl

Latilla /
Tilla

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Magician / Priest of the
Blue Star Order /
Mercenary

OCCUPATION
Barfly / pickpocket /
whore
Brewer

Chariot driver

Unknown
Mercenary

Tavern owner / drug
seller

Assassin / bounty
hunter

Lythande

NAME/ALIAS
Mad Elid

Magyar

Maldu
Malm

Mama Becho

Mange

Unknown

Ilsigi

Ilsigi
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi

Unknown

Rankan(?)
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She's a shrewd business woman with an pack of boys and girls who work for
her in the inn. Downwind's answer to One-Thumb.
Hired by The Toad to kidnap Mariat's children with his two companions,
Speido and Wik. (They failed.) Has a scalp disease, hence the unkind
nickname.

Was killed when Walegrin came to Sanctuary to make Enlibar Steel by a
wound in the neck. Two years later during the False Plague Riots, his name
was used to cover for for bringing Kama's "body" into the mercenary's
barracks.
Owner of a disreputable Downwind tavern. A woman-mountain with
incongruously long curved nails ridged like horn, a halo of grizzled hair and
black, almond-shaped eyes.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Patron of Mama Becho's, she tries to pry drinks from others or coins from the
unwary. Persistent and smelly.
Makes the beer called "Maeder's Red Gold". His beer is of better quality than
Goatfoot's, says Ahdio of Sly's Place.
Driver of a chariot team of whites at Lowan Vigeles' estate. Dragged beneath
his wreaked chariot during a race.
Drinker at Sly's Place. Likes to tell his mates that "Me'n Hanse're old buddies."
One of Walegrin's lieutenant's. Had a shepherd's eye for ominous movements
and would give warning with a hawk's cry.

Lythande has sworn never to eat or drink in front of men and substitutes
smoking. She is a good friend of Myrtis, madam of the Aphrodisia House and
maintains a youth spell on her old friend.

3rd Commando mercenary. Called Black Lysias because the territory the
Stepsons and 3rd controlled was painted with black lines. Usually a fastidious
man but prone to stressful events.
A tall, slender, grey-haired priest of the Sect of the Blue Star. She rarely uses
her powers openly but is capable of powerful magic through the use of the
blue star tatooed on her forehead. She must hide the fact that she is female,
for if anyone discovers the fact, her power becomes theirs (the Sect is maleonly and she bluffed her way in pretending to be male).
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Maeder

Commander

Lysias /
Black Lysias
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Downwind [Bk4]
Necromant (m) [Bk5]
What Women Do Best (m) [Bk6]
Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
Cade (m) [Bk10]
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
The Fruit of Enlibar [Bk2]
Steel [Bk4]
The Small Powers that Endure (m) [Bk8]

A Sticky Business [Bk11]

The Veiled Lady (m) [Bk7]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Downwind [Bk4]

The Face of Chaos [Bk1]
The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
Myrtis [Bk1]
The Secret of the Blue Star [Bk1]
The Fruit of Enlibar (m) [Bk2]
Looking for Satan [Bk3]
Epilog [Bk4]
The Corners of Memory (m) [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]

Armies of the Night [Bk7]

Winemaker

Homunculus /
Noblewoman

Ex-slavegirl / servant

Magician

Magician

Midwife / dentist /
barber

Unknown

Teenager

Mercenary
Banker

Master Script

Mariat

Marilla

Marissa /
Doran

Markmor

Marype

Masha zil-Ineel

Mebbat

Mehta

Melant
Melarshain

Melilot

Unknown

Rankan(?)
Ilsigi

Rankan

Unknown

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Rankan

Supposed to be Ilsigi

Rankan

Ilsigi

Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]

High Moon [Bk5]

Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
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Blood Brothers (m) [Bk1]
The Fruit of Enlibar (m) [Bk2]
A Man and his God (m) [Bk3]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]
Blood Brothers [Bk1]
A Man and his God (m) [Bk3]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]
Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]

Owner of a scriptorium where letters can be written or translated. A fat, greasy Sentences of Death [Bk1]
eunuch specializing in forgery, blackmail and translations. Thanks to previous Keeping Promises [Bk7]
services rendered the Governor, he is also scribe by appointment to the
A Mercy worse than none [Bk10]
Governor of Sanctuary. Has a beardless face and roly-poly fat.

Friend of Tamzen and from one of the 6 richest families in Sanctuary, he was
killed by Roxane.
Member of the 3rd Commando.
Banker known by Strick as The Gold One. Of an ancient Ilsigi family.

Midwife whose involvement with the destruction of the Purple Mage enabled
her to move from the Maze to respectability uptown. A short, wiry woman, a
good midwife who resents having to pay half her fee to a doctor who sits
outside the room and gives advice. She also makes false teeth and jewelry.
She is now separated from her drunken husband, Eevroen.
Old blind man. Said there were lost souls out on patrol in Sanctuary.

Markmor was killed but brought back by Marype. He then took over his young
apprentice's body, trapping Marype's soul in an vole. Both died during a "visit"
by Hanse and Notable the Cat.
Markmor's silver-haired, arrogant yet blundering apprentice. He was the
youngest and most ambitious son of the dead mage Mizraith, and brother to
Stefab and Nestaph.

She lives next door to Sarah with Targ, her mercenary bodyguard.
A powerful, ambitious, youthful wizard who killed his adversary Mizraith and
now works with Mizaith's son, Marype.

Her freedom was bought by Cade. She now uses the name Marissa. Though
an anemic creature as a slave, she was able to speak court Rankese, and
read and write. She has scars covering her back and thighs.

Owns Marc's Weapons Shop near the Maze. A large-headed, raw-boned man, High Moon [Bk5]
sporting a beard which evened a rough complexion. Most of Marc's work
What Women Do Best [Bk6]
comes through the Stepsons.
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk11]
He has a blond and nubile wife who sits at the counter. The weapons in his
shop are often shoddy though.
A tall, stately woman in her mid-fifties. Mariat and her 3 grandchildren fled
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]
Ranke when most of her family was murderer by Theron's forces. She brought
with her grape vines to reestablish the famous Aquinta winery and vineyards
in an estate outside of Sanctuary. She has the support of Molin Torchholder
and the minstrel, Sinn.
Created by the priests of Ils to provoke the Rankan gods, she was made in the The Face of Chaos [Bk1]
image of a young noblewoman to trick the Rankan priests into interring her
into the foundation of a new temple, thus causing a disruptive weakness. Illyra
helped disrupt the plot by having her body swapped with that of a hanged
criminal.
Trusted friend of Sarah (Cade's sister). She now lives as a lady, but was once Cade [Bk10]
the slavegirl, Doran.
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Weaponsmith

Marc
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Meat Merchant

Servant

Barfly

Magician

Mikkun

Miles

Minsy Zithyk

Mizraith

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Unknown

Ilsigi

Rankan(?)
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Brightly bedecked teenage who main vocation seemed to be spending his
father's wealth on fine clothing. Enthusiastic patron of Hakiem's stories.
A successful meat merchant with a wide clientele. Supplies meat to Myrtis and
other house Madams.
Works for Lady Sashana and offered to deal with Vomistritus after he had
raped Miles' mistress.
Partner of Sjekso Kinzan. She was with Hanse the night her longtime lover
was "killed" by Ischade.
Marype's father, slain by Markmor in a power-struggle shortly after the Prince
arrived in Sanctuary. He had 3 sons, one of which turned traitor and sided with
Markmor. He was one of the most powerful mages in Sanctuary. He was an
old man who rarely ventured from his warded home.

S'danzo seer Moonflower's eldest daughter, who loved Hanse and went north
with him, but now dwells in Firaqa. She has the "true sight". Mignue's story
continues in the novels (Shadowspawn) and (Shadows of Sorcery).

Blood Brothers [Bk1]
A Mercy worse than none (m) [Bk10]

Ischade [Bk3]

The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]

Myrtis [Bk1]

Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]
The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
Godson [Bk4]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
Introduction [Bk5]

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
Night Work [Bk12]
A doctor who attended the pregnancy of Samlene, wife of Regli.
Goddess [Bk2]
A girl apprenticed at the Mageguild because of her shadowy, powerful aunt up Red Light, Love Light [Bk11]
north. Shawme's only uptown friend. She has an unrequited love for the
Stepson/mage Randal. A shortish, roundish girl with a plump face and button
eyes and all the softness of good breeding.

The cheapest mage in town. A bit of a clumsy drunk.
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Fop

Mikali

S'danzo

Rankan
Rankan(?)

Doctor
Apprentice Mage

Young seeress

Ilsigi(?)

Magician

Mignureal /
Mignue

Menostric the
Misadept
Mernorad
Merricat
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Fisherman

Monkel Setmur

Beysib

Half Nisibisi/
Rankan
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The Face of Chaos [Bk1]
The Gate of Flying Knives (m) [Bk1]
The Dream of the Sorceress [Bk2]
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
Then Azyuna Danced [Bk3]
Molin is the perfect square-jawed, long nosed Rankan bureaucrat/ priest, but
Exercise in Pain (m) [Bk4]
usually hides the fact his mother was a Nisi Witch. (He was the produce of the Steel [Bk4]
annual Dance of Azyuna Festival.)
Wizard Weather [Bk4]
Necromant (m) [Bk5]
The Corners of Memory (m) [Bk5]
Epilog [Bk5]
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
The Hand That Feeds You (m) [Bk6]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside (m) [Bk7]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
Dagger in the Mind (m) [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
The Tie That Binds [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
Cade (m) [Bk10]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]
The Power of Kings [Bk10]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk10]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
Web Weavers [Bk12]
Young chief of clan Setmur, an extended kinship of fishermen and sailors.
Introduction [Bk6]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth [Bk6]
Introduction [Bk7]
Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk12]

Archpriest of Sanctuary's wargod (whichever deity that is at the moment).
Chief liaison between the Rankans and the Beysib occupation; he is pursuing
a policy of accommodation. Architect for rebuilt walls of Sanctuary. Supreme
bureaucratic administrator.
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Archpriest

Molin Torchholder /
The Torch

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Ex-Hawkmask /
sellsword

Ex-Hawkmask / Wouldbe noblewoman

Beggar King

Mor-Am

Moria

Moruth

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

S'danzo
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The Face of Chaos (m) [Bk1]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]
The only full S'danzo who befriended Illyra. She is a competent fortuneteller,
The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
though not as accurate as Illyra, and could not predict the near future. She
Steel [Bk4]
supported her husband Teretaff and several children with her fortunetelling.
Godson [Bk4]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
Unlike Illyra, Moonflower had the full bulk of a proper S'danzo crone. Hanse
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
(Shadowspawn) often consulted her.
The Veiled Lady (m)
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
Former Hawkmask cut adrift by Jubal's downfall. Now a sellsword and servant The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
of Ischade whom she saved from death and whose pain she holds at bay in
Downwind [Bk4]
exchange for other services. Twin brother of Moria.
Necromant [Bk5]
The Art of Alliance (m) [Bk5]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside [Bk7]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
Former Hawkmask cut adrift by Jubal's downfall. Now the somewhat alcoholic The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
chateline of Ischade's uptown establishment, the Peres house. Haught,
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
stealing Ischade's magic, has transformed her from an Ilsigi street-wench into Downwind [Bk4]
an aristocrat. Sister to Mor-am.
Necromant [Bk5]
The Art of Alliance (m) [Bk5]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
No Glad in Gladiator (m) [Bk9]
The Best of Friends [Bk11]
King of the Downwind beggars, he wields considerable power and as an army Downwind [Bk4]
of spies. Had a real grudge against Hawkmask who used to kill his people as Necromant [Bk5]
an example. Half-brother of Tygoth.
Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Dagger in the Mind (m) [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure (m) [Bk9]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
In the Still of the Night (m) [Bk9]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]

S'danzo seeress of remarkable obesity who was slain by Beysib guards who
mistakenly attacked her husband. Teacher of Illyra and friend of Hanse.
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Seeress

Moonflower

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Knife grinder / Goddess

Street urchin

Glassblower

House Madam

OCCUPATION
Doctor

Thug

Mage

Mriga

Mungo

Muznut

Myrtis

NAME/ALIAS
Nadeesh /
Old Earrings /
Nadeesha /
The Leech

Narvy

Nesteph

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

NATIONALITY
Rankan(?)

Unknown

Beysib

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Nisibisi
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One of the three sons of the sorcerer Mizraith.

Nadeesh once owned the Vulgar Unicorn but sold it to Strick after the mage
'cured' him of a bespellment.
A big drunken troublemaker ejected from Sly's Place by its owner, Ahdio. He
and his mate tried to later steal a barrel of beer but were quickly seen off the
the tavern's cat, Sweetboy.

A fifty year old thin man with hair that began at about the midpoint atop his
skull and dangled stingily in long ugly strands of corpse-grey. He wears
elaborate earrings.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
A doctor specializing in diseases of the rich. Often employs Masha as a midwife.

Myrtis no longer sleeps with her customers, except perhaps Zalbar the Hell
Hound. She is also mistress of the tunnels which run beneath the wall of
Sanctuary.

Powerful and ageless madam of the Aphrodesia House, the classiest bordello
in Sanctuary. She is as old as Lythande and is kept young through the mage's
arts. She is very protective of her girls, particularly the young ones who are not
yet working the rooms.

A bald, little Beysib who makes fire-bottles for the PFLS.

Blood Brothers [Bk1]

The Veiled Lady [Bk7]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]

Myrtis [Bk1]
The Secret of the Blue Star [Bk1]
The Dream of the Sorceress (m) [Bk2]
A Man and his God (m) [Bk3]
Steel (m) [Bk4]
The Corners of Memory [Bk5]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
When the Spirit Moves You (m) [Bk7]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
Red Light, Love Light (m) [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]

Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]

Ischade [Bk3]
Downwind [Bk4]
High Moon [Bk5]
Necromant [Bk5]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Power Play (m) [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
Once a mindless and crippled clubfooted beggar-woman with a fetish for
The Hand That Feeds You [Bk6]
knives, she has become part of a fourfold divinity with Siveni Gray-Eyes, the
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
physician Harran and a small terrier bitch called Tyr.
Down by the Riverside [Bk7]
The Tie That Binds [Bk9]
A leader of a gang of street children who lured Jubal into a ambush to revenge The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
a murdered street urchin. He was killed in the battle.

Nisibisi mercenary, adventurer and sometime spy from Westwall. He has
betrayed almost everyone and had been betrayed in return, but he is a
consummate survivor.
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Mercenary / spy

Mradhon Vis

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Commander of Imperial
bodyguard

Noblewoman

OCCUPATION
NATIONALITY
Street cleaner (cripple?) Ilsigi

Fisherman

Nizharu

Nuphtantei

NAME/ALIAS
Old Thumpfoot

Omat
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BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Fixture/character of the Maze, a street cleaner and trash picker and source of
a good rumour. Said by Furtwan Coinpinch to have overheard Shadowspawn
tell Old Thumpfoot that he had got a knife-hilt decoration from a lady friend.
An elderly fisherman with a deformed arm but always ready to work. He is
wary of people seeking information as "adventures only happen to rich folk". It
was Omat who told the garrison of the Old Man's and his son Hort
disappearance at sea from their boat.

A small woman with a wasp waist, a plethora of jewelry and blond curls and a
painted face.

Nizharu also turned out to be one of the men who had destroyed Holt and
raped and mutilated Jarveena - she got her revenge by translating the scroll.
Lives in one of uptown's most elegant mansions. Moria was sent to her by
Ischade to deliver a letter and "connections".

[Not sure if this is a typo since her name is used in two stories, but she may
also be Minsy.]
One of the imperial bodyguards sent from Ranke to escort the Prince who
dropped a scroll giving instructions to assassinate the new Governor. The
scroll (and the plot) was discovered and he was executed.

Girl/woman patron of Sly's Place. Often helps Adhio's wife tend the business.

Stealth, called Nikodemos, had come out of Azehur, where he'd earned his
war name and worked his way towards Syr in search of a Trôs horse via
Mygdonia, hiring on as a caravan guard and general roustabout where a
dispute over a consignment lost to mountain bandits had made him bondservant for a year to a Nisibisi mage - Roxane's lover-lord and thus giving her
a string on him.

Young, bearded Scared Bander and Bangaran Adept particularly skilled in
mental and martial disciplines. Once a captive of Roxane and Datan on
Wizardwall, Niko seemed to stumble from trouble to trouble.
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Ilsigi

Beysib

Rankan

Ilsigi

Barmaid

Nimsy

Azehur

Stepson, Scared
Bander and Bangaran
Adept

Nikodemos /
Stealth /
Niko

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
Introduction [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
Votary (m) [Bk5]
Introduction [Bk6]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Shadowspawn (m) [Bk1]
Homecoming [Bk10]

Armies of the Night [Bk7]

Sentences of Death [Bk1]

Wizard Weather [Bk4]
Godson [Bk4]
High Moon [Bk5]
What Women Do Best (m) [Bk6]
Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
Night Work [Bk12]

Soldier

Gladiator

Barfly / whore

OCCUPATION
Fisherman

Fisherwoman

Unknown
Army sentry

Unknown
Teenager

Unknown

Ottar

Ouijen

Ouleh Man-killer

NAME/ALIAS
Panit /
The Old Man

Paratu

Petronius
Pheres

Phlegmy
Phryne

Poker the Cadite

Cadite

Ilsigi(?)
Rankan

Unknown
Rankan(?)

Beysib

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Rankan(?)

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi

Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Night Work [Bk12]

The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
Blood Brothers [Bk1]
Introduction (m) [Bk2]
The Dream of the Sorceress (m) [Bk2]
Introduction [Bk3]
A Man and his God [Bk3]
Introduction (m) [Bk4]
Wizard Weather [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
High Moon [Bk5]
Necromant [Bk5]
What Women Do Best [Bk6]
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Power Play (m) [Bk8]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
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STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
Introduction (m) [Bk4]
Epilog (m) [Bk4]
Introduction (m) [Bk6]
He and his son, Hort, were later kidnapped by the Beysib, and while they were A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth [Bk6]
still at sea, he taught them the native language and has a professional respect Introduction (m) [Bk11]
for their sailors.
Cousin of Monkel. Suggested he treated the bird he was training like a person. A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth [Bk6]
She thinks Sanctuary is a hellhole.
Written has graffiti on the empty alter of Eshi, "Petronius Loves Sulla".
Down by the Riverside (m) [Bk7]
Announced the arrival of Hanse and Mignue to Tempus where his army was
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
stationed.
Cousin of a patron at Sly's Place who is supposed to brew a good brew.
The Veiled Lady (m) [Bk7]
Teenage girlfriend of Tamzen, who, with her young sister, became trapped by High Moon [Bk5]
Roxane after they had stupidly ventured out after dark at night.
Resident of the Maze. He has a piebald beard. A renown liar - when he says
Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]
turn right, head left.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
The Old Man is undoubtedly and best and wisest of Sanctuary's resident
fisherfolk. It was he who worked out a plan and captured the giant crab that
was destroying the fishermen's trapped.

A doubly endowed denizen of Sly's Place. She isn't afraid to approach a man
to flaunt her "wares" and ask for a drink. A very friendly young woman with a
quick tongue.

One of Wedemir's soldiers who won a (ensorcerened) silver ball playing dice
from Ricio. He gave it to a palace maid of the Beysa as a bribe to go out with
him.
Friend and fellow gladiator of Chenaya's. A well-built young man with a single
long braided lock of dark hair that drapes over his shoulder.

One-thumbed bartender at the Vulgar Unicorn.
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Bartender

One-Thumb
(See Lastel)

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Soldier

OCCUPATION
Hellhound

Traveler

OCCUPATION
Prositute

Nursemaid and
handmaiden

Fisherman

Purter

NAME/ALIAS
Quag

Quartz

NAME/ALIAS
Valira

Vanda

Varies

Ilsigi

Ilsigi

NATIONALITY
Ilsigi

The Corners of Memory [Bk5]

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Quag is the oldest of the Hell Hounds and the most stolid. He is a highlyexperienced soldier who has been made part of Kadakithis' personal
bodyguard and enforcer. He follows orders as best he can and is best at jobs
which do not need an active imagination. He is heavyset and and unlikely to
meet a difficulty with anything more subtle than a drawn sword.
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One of the old fisherman who had been around as long as the Old Man.

The daughter of Lalo and Gilla, employed as a companion to Lady Kurrekai at
the palace. She now looks after the Beysa's little daughter, Cha-bos. She
often has to sew the children's ravaged clothing and calm her tantrams.

At around twenty-two she has found employment in the Aphrodisia House.
Because she has a child, she is often looked up to as a mother figure by the
other girls.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Streetwalker with a baby daughter who once plyed her trade along the docks
with the sailors there. She was once the playmate of Lalo's oldest daughter
but was raped and forced into poverty. She sometimes has glass beads tidied
into her hair, which can be hennaed, blonde, or her original Ilsigi-dark colour.

9/11/2005

Mirror Image [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
A Gift in Parting [Bk3]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Introduction [Bk1]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
The Dream of the Sorceress [Bk2]
Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]
The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
A Fugitive Art [Bk4]
When the Spirit Moves You (m) [Bk7]
Looking for Satan [Bk3]

Prism was murdered by the Beysib noble Turghurt in his attempt to arouse the
Beysa wrath but got caught himself.
A palace guard with a high voice. He was "working" the night Hanse first broke The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
into the palace. Alone with his companion, Flax, they did a pretty lousy job of
guarding. He at least was trying to stay awake.

Cythen sort out the Harka Bey and spoke with Prism for information on a
Beysib Lord who had murdered her sister in the Aphrodisia House with snake
poison.

One of the Beysibs women mercenaries, assassins, magicians - utterly
ruthless killers. She wears loose black clothing and a female snake familiar.

Of the southern mountain
An extremely tall, broad-shouldered woman with close-cut red/gold curly hair
folk - the mountains, though and grey eyes. She is one of four companions searching for the missing
never named, seem to have Satan.
been over 2 months travel
north. Possibly from Kaimas

NATIONALITY
Rankan

Ilsigi(?)

Beysib
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Harka Bey

Prism

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Servant / prostitute(?)
Nobleman

Nobleman

OCCUPATION
Magician

Tinker

Street Urchin

Stepson

Soldier

Vissy
Volmas

Vomistritus /
Old Vomit-breath

NAME/ALIAS
Rabben the halfhanded

Rahi

Raif

Raik

Ran Alleyn

The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]

Night Work [Bk12]
Spellmaster [Bk9]

Commander of Wedemir's string.
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Was visiting the barber, Harran, for a hangover remedy when his partner
Stepson, Shal, is brought in to have a hand amputated.

A Breath of Power (m) [Bk6]

The Hand That Feeds You [Bk6]

(Read the anthology Lythande to learn Rabben's fate and his secret.)
A large, florid, corpulent man who is a tinker and shares a stall in the Bazaar
The Tie That Binds [Bk9]
with Mriga. He boasts he has sold knives to Hanse but Mriga doubts it, but
apart from his boasting, he is an honest tradesman.
A dark, skinny boy barely in his teens who aids Cade search for the man who Cade [Bk10]
killed Cade's brother. Raif is killed when the murderer Amuuth threw him a ring
that pricked and poisoned him.

An enemy of Lythande, he bespells a girl to try and trick the other mage into
revealing 'his' secret and win Lythande's powers.

9/11/2005

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
A magician and Blue Star adept who is so named because he is missing 2 1/2 The Secret of the Blue Star [Bk1]
fingers from a duel with Lythande. He has broad shoulders, cat-yellow eyes
and a black beard and wears two daggers cross-girt astride his hips.

For revenge, he was kidnapped, taken to the House of Whips, stripped naked,
put in stocks and Lalo painted his "true" portrait, which now hangs in the
prince's closet for "safe keeping".

Girl at the Lily Garden.
Came to Strick with the problem of bad breath. Told he needed to clean his
teeth more. A finely dressed man with a big belly.
Unpleasant, ugly cousin of the new Emperor Theron. He sees himself as a
play critic and after a performance, raped the leading lady, Sashana.

His patients have included the weaponsmith Balustrus and Jubal. He uses his
goats for his magics, transferring the patient's wounds to to them. His healing
talents do lend to the cosmetic, often leaving his patients with twisted
remnants of muscles and exposed lengths of bone. While Jubal's knees are
healed, many years are taken off his life and makes him look twice his years.

A little man from the Order of Lizerene, a humble order devoted to the study of Exercise inPain [Bk4]
healing through sorcery. He wears a threadbare robe because living with
Steel [Bk4]
goats does not encourage the wearing of finery.
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Unknown

Rankan(?)

Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)

NATIONALITY
Unknown

Rankan

Unknown
Unknown

Healer / Magician /Goat- Lizerene
herder

Vertan /
The Lizerene

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Archpriest

Commissioner

Hell Hound

Nobleman /
Master of the Scrolls

Rashan /
Eye of Savankala

Raximander

Razkuli

Regli
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He loved his wife and knows nothing of how he was conned into thinking he
was marrying a virgin. After his wife's death, Regli puts a bounty of 1000
royals on her brother Samlor's head because he believes Samlor is
responsible for her death.

Rankan aristocrat, current Master of the Scrolls in Sanctuary, husband of
Samlane. Young, foppish, self-important, and totally lacking in the courage
and fortitude which made the Rankan Empire paramount on the continent.

He is slain for vengeance by Tempus after he and Zalbar sold Tempus to the
Vivisectionist Kurd.

Razkuli is the youngest of the Hell hounds and as ardent follower of Zalbar.
Both have an immediate answer for all obstructions - the sword. Zalbar's
position of responsibility has tempered him, but Razkuli is impulsively violent.

Introduction (m) [Bk1]
Shadowspawn (m) [Bk1]
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
A Man and his God (m) [Bk3]
Necromant [Bk5]
Down by the Riverside (m) [Bk7]
Goddess [Bk2]
Votary (m) [Bk5]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]

What Women Do Best [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Described as the Stepson's own expert on covert enterprise, secrecy and
Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
wizardry, he is an ex-Hazard formerly of the Tysian mageguide. He has a
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
boyish freckled face and a winning smile, and long hair which he has grown to Power Play [Bk8]
cover his too-large ears and too-thin neck.
Dagger in the Mind (m) [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Randal has numerous allergies and often goes about in the form of a black
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
half-wolf dog and is always sneezing because of his own dog hair.
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
In the Still of the Night (m) [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
Red Light, Love Light [Bk11]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
Priest and inquisitor/judge of Savankala. Highest-ranking Rankan in Sanctuary The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
prior to the arrival of the Prince. Now allied with Chenaya's disaffected
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Rankan's at Land's End.
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Said to be a conniving, provincial priest whose sole purpose in life, even
The Promise of Heaven (m) [Bk11]
before Vashanka's death, had been to thwart every reform Molin Torchholder The Fire in a God’s Eye [Bk12]
instituted.
Lord Raximander was the first to sit to have his portrait painted by Lalo for
A Fugitive Art [Bk4]
Coricidius the Vizier. His portrait made him look like a pig - complacently selfindulgent with a hint of stubborn ferocity in the little eyes.

The only mage ever trusted by Tempus or admitted into the Scared Band.
Now a teacher at the Mageguild.
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Rankan

Rankan

Rankan

Hazard-class magician / Tysian
Stepson

Randal /
Witchy-Ears

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
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Banker

Seeress

Handmaiden

Member of the PFLS

Guardsman

Lady / Consort

Comedian/Actor

Renn

Rezel /
Rezzel

Rhian

Ro-Karthis

Rocio

Rosanda

Rounsnouf

Unknown

Rankan

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi

Rankan

S'danzo

Ilsigi

Cirdon

Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]
Steel [Bk4]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]

Votary (m) [Bk5]

Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
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The Gate of Flying Knives [Bk1]
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
Then Azyuna Danced (m) [Bk3]
The God-Chosen[Bk7]
Enstrangled from Molin Torchholder, she went to live at Land's End, where
Keeping Promises[Bk7]
she was assassinated along with her brother-in-law Lowan Vigeles.
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire (m) [Bk8]
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye (m) [Bk12]
The company of Feltheryn's Players' comedian. A bit of a drunker who loves to The Power of Kings [Bk11]
watch other people for inspiration. A short thick man.
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]

Young guardsman who sleeps with the prostitute Joia at the Aphrodesia
House. Joia gave him a silver ball which he then lost in a game of dice to
Ottar.
Molin Torchholder's blonde, scatterbrained wife. She was the perfect Rankan
ornamental consort, but was abandoned by her husband for another woman
and went to live with her brother-in-law Lowan Vigeles.

A beautiful young woman who has taken service with Lady Kurrekai. A young The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
woman with grey eyes and auburn hair who the mage Darios feel in love with.
She sees the trapped mage within the destroyed Mageguild in her dreams and
with Lalo's help, frees Darios.
Ro-Karthis was held responsible for the assassin of Lowan Vigeles and Lady
The Fire in a God’s Eye (m) [Bk12]
Rosanda by the Piffles. He was made an example of by being crucified to the
mast of the burning Bhokaran ferryboat (funeral barge) which was floated out
into the harbour bearing the bodies of those killed.

She was mother to the twins, Walegrin and Illyra, and was horribly
dismembered by the twins' drunken father. Her remains were dumped with the
animal carcasses. The S'danzo killed the man and cursed him and the
children.

A S'danzo beauty, wild even by their gypsy standards, her own people
foresaw her violent death when she abandoned them to live four years in the
Sanctuary garrison.

Samlane's maid in Cirdon who fostered her ladyship's bastard daughter, Star,
before Samlane married the noble Regli. Reia married a guardsman in
Sanctuary and took the child with her and kept Star as her own until the child
disappeared a month before Samlor came looking for his niece.
Called the Pearl One by Strick, he is one of the number of Ilsigi Old Money
who sponsors the mage to set up in Sanctuary.
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Maid

Reia

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

9/11/2005

Soldier

Hell Hound(?)

OCCUPATION
Aide

Gluemaker's assistant

Noblewoman

Runo

Rynner

NAME/ALIAS
Saliman

Sambar

Samlane

Cirdonian

Ilsigi

NATIONALITY
Unknown

Rankan(?)

Unknown

Nisibisi

High Moon [Bk5]
What Women Do Best [Bk6]
A Breath of Power (m) [Bk6]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Hell to Pay[Bk7]
Keeping Promises (m)[Bk7]
Armies of the Night[Bk7]
Down by the Riverside (m)[Bk7]
The Color of Magic[Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind (m) [Bk8]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo (m) [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
The Fruit of Enlibar (m) [Bk2]
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Sister of Samlor hil-Samt and wife of Regli. Samlane killed herself and her
unborn baby when she thought she was going to give birth to a monster. Said
to be a whore by her own brother, she had given birth to a baby girl (called
Star) which was fostered out before her arranged marriage to the Rankan lord
(who believed he was getting a virgin).

Boy who works for Cholly thr Gluemaker. He is a 14 year old pudgy boy with
olive skin and blue-black straight hair.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Jubal's aide and only friend. Chief lieutenant and master of his espionage
force. It is Saliman's job to report the goings-on in Jubal's power base, usually
in a tireless recitation voice. He is more of a secretary then a warrior though
terribly loyal to Jubal. Saliman was once an angry young slave who who Jubal
freed.

Goddess [Bk2]
Votary (m) [Bk5]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]
Inheritor (m) [Bk10]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
Exercise in Pain [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
The Art of Alliance [Bk5]
What Women Do Best [Bk6]
No Glad in Gladiator [Bk9]
Slave Trade [Bk11]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]

One of Walegrin's lieutenants, murdered in the Maze - a good soldier and
longtime companion who's death effected Walegrin deeply. He was killed with
the Enlibrite potter by an unknown hand.
When Ischade descended into Hell to call back Stilcho from death, she saw a Necromant (m) [Bk5]
number of ghosts including one who had been a Hell Hound, who used to play
games with prostitutes - his commander never knew.

She keeps large house snakes which she transforms into men.

A woman of unnatural beauty - witch hair like ebony and wavy; her sanguine
skin like velvet; a pale stare.

Nearly destroyed when Stormbringer purged magic from Sanctuary, she wss
trapped inside a warded house and a dead man's body.

Nisibisi witch and spy sent to Sanctuary to create problems deep inside the
Rankan Empire which will, hopefully, divert some of the Rankan military might
away from her homeland. Heiress to all Nisi power and enemies.
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Witch

Roxane /
Death's Queen

THIEVES’ WORLD CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Rug dealer

Widow

Noblewoman /
actress

Slave /
circus attraction

Unknown
Banker

Sandol

Sarah

Sashana

Satan

Saz
Setios

Ilsigi
Unknown

Winged Folk of the North

Unknown

Rankan(?)

Ilsigi(?)

Cirdonian

The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]
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They are not sure in the end if Setios has just fled or become a victum of the
demons.

Sashana was raped by a vulgar man called Vomistritus after one performance
but revenge was gained.
Satan is the mate of Aerie. He is a tall, thin hunanoid with great batlike wings
Looking for Satan [Bk3]
(which caused his capture in the first place). He is covered in a fine red-gold
fur which is now streaked with the grey scars of whip cuts. Like all his people,
he has talons on his hands and feet, and his eyes reflect light like a cat's. He
communicates with his mate in a high, keening sound, almost beyond human
hearing.
Big brother of Ahaz.
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
A businessman and banker who was holding an inheritance for Samlor's
Inheritor (m) [Bk10]
niece, Star. He also had a stele which the magician Khamwas was searching
for, and the two went to find the banker but discovered his house locked and
abondanded, probably because it had 6 demons occupying it.

A beautiful woman with chestnut brown hair and green eyes. She lives in a
small but well-appointed house in the good section of Sanctuary.

Sarah has two children, little Dru and a young teenaged son, Toth. Her
children are said to have her husband's Ilsigi looks so she is probably Rankan.
A young lady who's family was killed by Raggah in the desert, and then
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
pretending to be a boy, she joined another caravan to reach Sanctuary. Once
in the city she returned to living and dressing like a woman, until her story was
heard by Feltheryn the actor and he approached her to play the lead role in
one of the troup's plays.

Wife of dead Terrel and sister-in-law of Cade. She is an attractive woman with Cade [Bk10]
a round face but thin and drawn since the murder of her husband. She didn't
know her husband was supplying money and running contraband for the
PFLS.

He dresses Northern style in boots and breeches with a long-sleeved overtunic gathered at the wrists. His sole jewellery is a neck-thonged silver
medallion stamped with the toad face of the goddess Heqt. He is a big, broad
man with a face sunburnt a deep red.
Lalo once painted a portrait of Sandol's wife which he refused to pay full price
because he said it made her look fat. He is all "my dear friend" once he hears
of Lalo's fame. The rug merchant is as porcine as his wife.

Trader from the north and sometime resident of Sanctuary. His sister Samlane Goddess [Bk2]
died in Sanctuary and his business sometimes brings him back to the city.
Votary [Bk5]
Samlor now cares for his sister's daughter Star who has unusual powers.
Inheritor [Bk10]
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Caravan master

Samlor hil Samt
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Nobleman

Stepson

Wig maker

Witch / slave / dancer

Inn keeper

Noblewoman

Prostitute

Mercenary

Gluemaker(?)
Cook / thief

Changer / fence /
moneylender

Farmer

Shafralain /
Venerable Shafralain

Shal

Shamara

Shamshi

Shamut

Sharilar

Shawme

Shephard

Shi Han Two-finger
Shiey

Shive /
Shrive

Shkeedur sha-Mizl

Unknown

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi(?)
Ilsigi

Unknown

Ilsigi

Beysib

Ilsigi

Nisibisi

Ilsigi(?)

Rankan(?)

Ilsigi

Northerner
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A man with impressive moustachioes which he keeps curled like the horns of
a mountain goat. Fat and fifty and the second most experienced Changer in
Sanctuary.
A rich farmer living several hours journey outside the city and only comes into
town twice a year except on special business.

One of the better-known moneylenders, pawnbrokers and fences in the
Bazaar. He is one of the members of the League of Changers and is on good
terms with Cusharlain, the customs inspector.

Chollandar the Gluemaker was once apprenticed to him.
Large, one-handed female cook and thief sent by Moruth to supervise the
servants at the Peres house and to spy on its occupants.

Young girl starting her career at the Aphrodisia House. She was once a street
orphan who was brought to the Street by Zip (whom she has fallen in love
with). Shawme looses her viginity in a sort of ritual with the Shephard.
A figure of considerable mystery. By his panoply he might be an Ilsigi warrior but all such men have been dead for years. Possibly Abarsis or at least works
with the spiritual Scared Bander. A figmentation of the old Ilsigi Gods??

Spiders of the Purple Mage (m) [Bk2]

9/11/2005

Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
Red Light, Love Light [Bk11]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk11]
Witching Hour (m) [Bk6]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]

Red Light, Love Light [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]

Molin Torcholder's witch/slave mother who died giving birth to him after the
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Dance of Azyuna Festival. She was feared by the hierarchy of the temple so
had her tongue cut out and was kept drugged. In a vision of Illyra, she saw the
woman as no other woman, with no hair, but a crown of black feathers
covering her head and arms.
He and his wife are the proprietors the Warm Kettle inn, a pleasant, elderly
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]
couple. They have been in the business long before the Rankans took over.
They mind their own business and run an honest establishment.
The Beysa's cousin who was murdered (among others) by the noble Turghurt The Corners of Memory (m) [Bk5]
to arouse her wrath (which he managed and he was executed for it).

A temple dancer chosen to be Azyuna at one of Vashanka's festivals. She
Then Azyuna Danced [Bk3]
bore a child named Gyskouras who is both Vashanka's and Tempus' and thus Wizard Weather (m) [Bk4]
gained her freedom and will spend the rest of her life in comfort at the temple. Gyskouras [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
A beautiful woman with calf-length honey-coloured hair.
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]
Sanctuary nobleman who can trace his lineage and his money back to the
Godson (m) [Bk4]
days of Ilsig's glory. He was a beautiful young daughter called Esaria who is
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
lusted after by many, including the thief Shadowspawn.
The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Partner of Raik. His sword hand had to be amputated as it was run over by a
The Hand That Feeds You [Bk6]
wagon.
Owns Shamara's Wig Shop which is supplied with human hair as a by-product A Sticky Business [Bk11]
from Cholly the Gluemaker. In her youth she had been striking but her present
beauty for more from the warmth she radiates from her sweet soul.
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First Consort

Seylalha
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Spice-importer

The Beysa (Empress)

Shoozh

Shupansea /
Shu-sea

Beysib

Unknown

Ilsigi
Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
Night Work [Bk12]
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She has a small daughter called Chabostu.

Shupansea has thigh length golden hair and amber-coloured eyes (which
have the typical staring-appearance common with among people).

Exiled empress of the Beysib community. Mortal avatar of the Beysib
goddess, Mother Bey. Lover of Prince Kadakithis whom she wishes to marry.

9/11/2005

Introduction (m) [Bk5]
High Moon [Bk5]
The Art of Alliance [Bk5]
The Corners of Memory [Bk5]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]
Introduction [Bk6]
Daughter of the Sun [Bk6]
A Breath of Power (m) [Bk6]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth (m) [Bk6]
Introduction (m) [Bk7]
Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
The Veiled Lady (m) [Bk7]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Keeping Promises [Bk7]
Armies of the Night (m) [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside (m) [Bk7]
When the Spirit Moves You (m) [Bk7]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Children of All Ages (m) [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire (m) [Bk8]
Introduction [Bk9]
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
The Tie That Binds (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
Introduction (m) [Bk10]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
Homecoming [Bk10]
Introduction [Bk11]
The Power of Kings [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
The Vision of Lalo (m) [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience [Bk12]
Our Vintage Years (m) [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]
To Begin Again [Bk12]

His apartment building was reduced to rubble, then he found employment as a
construction labourer then bartender at the Vulgar Unicorn, working for Strick.
Rich merchant living in the Eastern Quarters. He has at least two wives, the
Spiders of the Purple Mage (m) [Bk2]
second of which has borne him 4 children. He has guards on the gate.

Old caretaker of the tenement that Masha lived in. Very protective and
concerned about strangers entering the building.
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Caretaker / bartender

Shmurt
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Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)

Noble

Bravo / some-time thief

Old man
Tavern owner

Priest / Assassin

Actor

Street kid/Piffle (PFLS)

Aspiring thief

Beggar

Child mage

Hawkmask

Mage

Wizard-prince

Siphinos

Sjekso Kinzan

Skarth
Sly

Smhee /
Rhandhee Ghee

Snegelringe

Speaklittle /
Speaky
Speido

Squith

Star

Stecho

Stefab

Sterl
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Twin brothers Harash and Hakkad from history (twelve hundred years
previous) who were said to have donned the indestructible mail armour and
slot-fronted helmets of the sorcerer Hast-ra-kodi. They had marched against
the wizard-prince Sterl, but their expedition had disappeared during a storm in
the mountains - brothers, armour and 3 thousand men all. Obviously not
someone to piss off.

One of the three sons of the sorcerer Mizraith.

Bearded, brown-haired bard with a baritone voice. He befriended Mariat and
her family and travelled with them in thew caravan to Sanctuary from Ranke.
He is quick, smart and kind. Sinn plays the mandolin but is also handy with his
fancy short sword. He has a krrf habit which he regrets.
Long-nosed fat and wheezing Rankan noble to whom Mor-am had to deliever
a message from Ischade. He pays for information and can pass messages to
Molin Torchholder and thus the Prince, such as the warning of the torching of
Beysib ships.
Handsome, blonde-haired youth with curling locks, a short and acarefully kept
beard. Sjekso died after sleeping with the witch/vampire Ischade. His longtime
partner was Minsy.
Hanse in disguise as a cloaked, leprosy-ridden old fart.
Once the owner of Sly's Place (still named such as no-one else wants to take
responsibility for the dive), Sly had taken dropsy and died three years ago. His
widow seems not to be hurting for any finances though she never goes near
the place. The current innkeeper is Ahdio.
A minor priest of the foreign goddess, Weda Krishtawn, seeking the Purple
Mage for forsaking the goddess. He is easily recognized by his stench, which
is due to the rancid butter covering his entire body (a religious rite).
He is a short man with thin legs and arms, but a butterball of a body. Over the
years he has becaome a skilled assassin while hunting his prey. Smhee died
from a poisonous spider bite after he and Masha managed to kill the Purple
Mage.
The romantic actor of the acting company, Feltheryn's Players. A paunchy
man with a receding hairline. He has a reputation as a ladies' man.
One of Zip's young recruits. Companion of Jing. Guarded the border of Zip's
territory at the edge of Downwind.
A skinny, snotty-nosed youth who has a particular talent for stabbing unarmed
and unsuspecting people in the back. Works for Mange.
Sent to meet Ischade mean the beggar-king Moruth had a "cold". Has a
snaggled-row of teeth and a sightless eye.
Samlor's seven-year-old niece. A single lock of white grows amid her black
hair. The Beysibs claim this is the mark of the favor of their gods and the child
does seem to have strange abilities. She certainly has a talent for "picking up"
magic.
He was stabbed on the street because he wasn't on Tempus' side, or
someone's.

A barmaid at the Vulgar Unicorn. Silky accompanied Hanse from Suma and
soon attached herself to someone else (much to the thief's relief). She is a
good-looking tan-haired girl who doesn't like being pinched.
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Northerner

Ilsigi

Unknown

Cirdonian

Ilsigi(?)

Unknown

Sherranpip national

Ilsigi
Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi(?)

Rankan

Unknown

Minstrel

Sinn

Sumese

Barmaid

Silky /
Visispor
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Blood Brothers [Bk1]
A Man and his God (m) [Bk3]
Goddess (m) [Bk2]

Downwind (m) [Bk4]

Votary [Bk5]
Inheritor [Bk10]

Witching Hour [Bk6]

Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]

The Power of Kings [Bk11]

Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]

Ischade [Bk3]
Necromant (m) [Bk5]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]
Night Work [Bk12]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
The Veiled Lady (m) [Bk7]

Witching Hour [Bk6]

Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

Homecoming [Bk10]
Night Work [Bk12]

9/11/2005

Sea captain

Stepson

White Mage

Unknown

Stong

Straton /
Strat /
Ace

Strick /
Torezalan Strick
tiFiraqa

Sulla

Unknown

Firaqan

Rankan(?)

Unknown

Ilsigi

High Moon [Bk5]
What Women do Best [Bk6]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside [Bk7]
The Colour of Magic [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
In the Still of The Night [Bk9]
The Ties That Bind (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
The Best of Friends [Bk11]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Homecoming [Bk10]
A Sticky Business (m) [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]

Necromant [Bk5]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside [Bk7]
Power Play (m) [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
No Glad in Gladiator [Bk9]
The Best of Friends [Bk11]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
A Mercy worse than none (m) [Bk10]
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He will help anyone who comes to him, but there is always a Price, sometimes
trivial and sometimes not, for his aid. A first appearance he could easily be
mistaken for a fight and sometimes he does wear a sword - he is a big man
with a big bronze-red droopy moustache, ruddy face and an usually-large neck
and powerful arms. He always wears something coloured Croyite blue.
Loves Petronius
Down by the Riverside (m) [Bk7]

Strick first meets Hanse and Mignue as they are heading north across the
desert. After trading news of each's city, Strick continued to Sanctuary. Strick
has a curse which part of it makes his "care" about people. (The other part is
hidden away under the skull cap he wears.)

Jarveena told a tale of a half mariner, half smuggler called Captain Stong who
took unwittingly took aboard a chestful of silver under Mizraith's geas which
compelled whoever had it to return it to the rightful owner. Unfortunately he
was also under a S'danzo curse that drove him away from Sanctuary for all
time.
Vetern fighter and rightside partner paired with Critias. Enamored of Ishcade
and immune to her curse (up to a point). Injured by the PFLS at the start of the
False Plague riots. Most of his former associates count him among
Sanctuary's damned.

One of the Sanctuary natives who replaced the Stepsons when they followed
Tempus north. He was tortured and killed by Moruth, then reanimated by
Ischade, whom he serves as ambassador to Hell. He was 'cured' from death
when magic was purged from Sanctuary.
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Stilcho
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Shopkeeper

Soldier

OCCUPATION
Teenager

Bodyguard

Thug

Nobleman

Scared Bander

Concubine / House
Madam

Thief

Synab

Sync

NAME/ALIAS
Tamzen

Targ

Tarkle

Tasfalen Lancothis

Tassi

Taya /
Altaya

Taz Chandi

Ilsigi

Rankan

Unknown

Rankan

Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)

NATIONALITY
Rankan

Rankan

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi(?)
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[The question is if all the 7 concubines were sent north with Daphne a few
days after Kadakithus met Shupansea, what's she still doing in Sanctuaary
now? Did the prince want at least one "toy" left to play with? - Mic]
A handsome young thief bewitched by Ischade and drawn into her accursed
household.

Winds of Fortune [Bk12]

9/11/2005

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
High Moon [Bk5]
Hell to Pay [Bk7]
Cade [Bk10]

The Art of Alliance (m) [Bk5]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
What Women Do Best [Bk6]

Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]

The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Homecoming [Bk10]
Slave Trade (m) [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]
A desolate Rankan nobleman of jaded and sophisticated pleasures. He
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
became bewitched by Moria and became her one-time-lover, but then died,
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
slain by Ischade's curse, when he forced himself on the witch. He was then
The Small Powers that Endure (m) [Bk8]
resurrected by Haught and his body became Roxane's prison when he bought Pillar of Fire (m) [Bk8]
her spirit home in the Globe of Power.
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
The Promise of Heaven (m) [Bk11]
Winds of Fortune (m) [Bk11]
One of Dolon's aides and given the job of burning out the witch, Ischade, to
Necromant [Bk5]
recover Stilcho, but he failed in his task.
One of Prince Kadakithis' concubines. She is young, beautiful and bored
Shadowspawn (m) [Bk1]
especially since her prince took up with the Beysib Empress. She finally
Homecoming [Bk10]
escaped the palace and sort shelter with Strick. She later became the new
Night Work [Bk12]
Madam and half-share proprietor of the Lily Garden.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Young woman, daughter of a tavernkeeper, who loved Niko and was killed by
Roxane.
Targ's job is to watch over Cade's sister-in-law Sarah and his "wife" Marissa.
He is a good man but a dangerous one. He has grey eyes and beard and is
afraid of Cade.
A bully and a coward who is unable to come up with a decent plan of his own,
and often does the dirty work of others. He has few friends but is big enough
to deter most of his enemies.

Commander of the 3rd Commando. A piece on the gameboard of Sanctuary
politics. He is a competent soldier and a good commander.

Waiflike wetnurse hired by Illyra and Dubro to care for their crippled daughter,
Treyya. Her own child had been still-born.
Claimed to have paid protection money to Jubal so he could have the
protection symbol painted outside his shop but it turned out to be a poacher.
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Nobleman

Terapis

Rankan

Azehur(?)
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Vashanka’s Minion [Bk2]
Shadow’s Pawn [Bk2]
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
The Vivisectionist [Bk3]
The newest Hell Hound and an enigmatic character dedicated to the Rankan
Then Azyuna Danced [Bk3]
god of war, Vashanka. He has been pledged to the god and can sometimes
A Man and his God [Bk3]
speak to Vashanka, usually to quarrel.
Introduction (m) [Bk4]
Exercise in Pain (m) [Bk4]
He has been alive for at least three centuries, is a master of all weapons and
Downwind (m) [Bk4]
was granted two gifts by the god - the ability to regenerate and the ability to
Steel [Bk4]
mask his features so he cannot be recognized.
Wizard Weather [Bk4]
Godson (m) [Bk4]
He hates Jubal the slaver and hunts Jubal's hawkmasks wherever he may find Epilog [Bk4]
them. Even outside of Sanctuary, he despises all magicians.
High Moon [Bk5]
The Art of Alliance (m) [Bk5]
Because Tempus was sent to Sanctuary on a special commission by powerful The Corners of Memory (m) [Bk5]
interests in the capital, Zalbar has very little control over him. Tempus is 6 1/2 What Women Do Best (m) [Bk6]
feet tall and brutal-looking when he is not masking his features. Normally he
Daughter of the Sun (m) [Bk6]
has long blonde hair and sometimes a beard. Among other things he has been The Hand That Feeds You (m) [Bk6]
a general, a philosopher, and a magic-user (Blue Star Adept).
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
His supposed-sister Cime starts to call him Cle..., and it appears they may
Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
have come from Azehur.
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Keeping Promises (m) [Bk7]
Down by the Riverside (m) [Bk7]
When the Spirit Moves You (m) [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
Death in the Meadow [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
No Glad in Gladiator (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Spellmaster (m) [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
Slave Trade (m) [Bk11]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven (m) [Bk11]
Night Work (m) [Bk12]
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]
Winds of Fortune (m) [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye (m) [Bk12]
Alias given to a young man on his first visit to the Aphrodisia House. Arrogant Myrtis [Bk1]
and well-dressed. Terapis was a name Myrtis had not given to someone for
about 15 years.

Nearly immortal mercenary through the power of Vashanka before that god's
demise. Commander of the Stepsons; cursed with insomnia and a fatal
inability to give or receive love.
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numerous storm gods

Tempus Thales /
The Riddler /
The Engineer /
Seaborn /
Che...
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Shopkeeper

Doyen

Prime Minister

Businessman

Tax Collector

Barfly
Unknown

Emperor of Ranke

Teretaff

Termagant, The

Terrai Burek

Terrel

Terryle

Tervy
Thea

Theron

Rankan

Ilsigi(?)
Unknown

Rankan

Ilsigi

Beysib

S'danzo

S'danzo

Ilsigi
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Theron was a creature of blood, a wild beast of the battlefield. He is now as
old and grey as the shadows, and has a face pitted with age that it looks like
the snout of a geriatric lion.

Murdered brother of Cade and husband of Sarah. He was killed because of
his involvement with the PFLS, supplying money and running contraband. He
was horribly tortured and his bones twisted at odd angles, with every bone
broken.
The little man who collects all the non-tariff taxes. He is the possessor of the
unicorn-horn seal, and is perhaps the most detested man in Sanctuary.
Patron at Sly's Place
Uptown, fat man who's brother's ghost came back to reprimand him for taking
up with a certain woman, probably after killing him.
Ex-military general put made Emperor of Ranke by the 3rd Commando. An
usurper placed on the throne with the aid of Tempus and his allies. He has
commanded that Sanctuary's walls must be rebuilt.

Oldest of the S'danzo women practicing her craft in Sanctuary. An aged
S'danzo - tall, rawboned and bitter - with implacable eyes and straight mouth
who dresses in the usual multicolored modestly cut garb of her kind. She is
strict, curt and not afraid to speak what she thinks to anyone and has the
power to back her up. It was her "word" that stopped Moonflower from caring
for the orphaned Illysa.
The Beysa's Prime Minister - an old and gentle man.

Moonflower's widowed husband and father of Mignureal. In his shop, he sells
this and that...item. He is proud of all his children.

An old fisherman and friend of the Old Man. It was his net that ensnared the
giant crab. He is a leader among the fisherfolk.
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Daughter of the Sun (m) [Bk6]
A Breath of Power (m) [Bk6]
The God-Chosen (m) [Bk7]
Keeping Promises (m) [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure (m) [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers (m) [Bk9]
Lovers Who Slay Together (m) [Bk9]
No Glad in Gladiator (m) [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
Homecoming (m) [Bk10]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven (m) [Bk11]
Introduction (m) [Bk12]
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]
Our Vintage Years (m) [Bk12]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]

The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Necromant (m) [Bk5]

Keeping Promises [Bk7]

The Corners of Memory [Bk5]
Gyskouras (m) [Bk6]
Cade (m) [Bk10]

9/11/2005

A Gift in Parting [Bk3]
Introduction (m) [Bk6]
A Fish With Feathers Is Out of His Depth [Bk6]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
Homecoming [Bk10] [Bk12]
Night Work [Bk12]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
Slave Trade (m) [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]

Bar worker

Soldier

Mage

Streetwalker

Child

Teenaged boy

Unknown

Baby

Lord Executioner

Nobleman

Beggar

Throde /
Gimp

Thrusher

Thuvarandis

Tiana

Timock

Toth

Tovek

Trevya

Tudhaliya

Turghurt Burek /
Voyce

Tygoth

Ilsigi

Beysib

Beysib

Ilsigi

Beysib

Half-Ilsigi/half Rankan(?)

Rankan

Rankan

Firaqan

Rankan(?)

Unknown

Unknown

Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces (m) [Bk6]
The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
A Sticky Business [Bk11]
Night Work [Bk12]
The Fruit of Enlibar [Bk2]
Steel [Bk4]
The Corners of Memory [Bk5]
Children of All Ages [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
Sanctuary Nocturne (m) [Bk9]
Web Weavers [Bk12]
Homecoming [Bk10]
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Son of Sarah and sister of Dru. His father was murdered. His uncle Cade
returned to revenge his brother's death and now Toth idolizes the fighter as
young boys will do. His has his father's dark Ilsigi appearance.
Dead lover(?) of Shupansea from clan Burek. The Beysa dreams of him while
under the influence of the ensorcened silver ball. His bones were dust in the
earth of the Beysib's home land. He betrayed the Beysa somehow.
Adopted daughter of Illyra. A crippled orphan girl placed in her care by
Walegrin. She has to wear a baleen splint on her twisted leg to straighten the
bones, though it chafes her skin and makes her cry for hours at a time. By the
age of two, she can run with hardly a limp.
One of the Beysib's more artistic executioners, using duel swords he is able to
remove bits of his victims piece by piece. During his "performance" he dresses
only in a clout (loincloth).
Son of the Beysa's prime minister, Turghurt was a clever, strong and cruel
young noble who kills among others, the Beysa's cousin and a prostitute at the
Aphrodisia House in the hope of making the Beysa retaliate against the
citizens of Sanctuary. He is caught and executed for his crimes.
One of Mama Becho's "boys' who may be one of her own or a foundling. He is
Mama Becho's large size but has only half her wit, but is as loyal as a well-fed
hound.

Downwind [Bk4]
Necromant [Bk5]

The Corners of Memory [Bk5]

Votary [Bk5]
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Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
Web Weavers [Bk12]

Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]

Cade [Bk10]

Red-haired, green-eyed young prostitute who worked the area around the
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
park, Promise of Heaven, for a short time before going missing. She was lured
to Sanctuary on the promise of a stonemason lover, then dumped her. Her last
client was an unnamed mage from Carronne who was killing whores to
appease the god who had taken his powers.
Youngest of Mariat's three grandchildren.
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]

An mage in Firaqa. (See The Shadow of Sorcery)

Lieutenant to Walegrin and member of the Sanctuary Garrison. He has a face
that is lean, hard and parched. Thrusher is Walegrin's information gatherer.

A disabled employee at Sly's Place. Though he has a bad limp and uses a
staff to aid his walking, he is actually very skillful at using the stick as a
weapon. Ahdio says he's his cousin's boy from Tward, but since Ahdio isn't
from Tward himself, its doubtful.

A thin and anxious woman who would be handsome otherwise. She is a
Web Weavers [Bk12]
weaver and buys the rubbishy dross or empty silkworm cocoons that are used
by Beysib merchants to pack their delicate goods in. She turns the dross into
cloth that is worth hundred times more. She learnt the art from her husband's
people in Valtostin.
She has blue eyes and they worked a charm on Walegrin who has become
attracted to her. Walegrin's half-sister Illysa believes she Saw Theudebourga
as his wife-to-be.
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Weaver

Theudebourga /
Berge
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Elderly home keeper

Barfly

Caravan guard

Traveller

Thug

Walegrin

Wallu

Weasel

Wedemir

Wess /
Westerly

Wik

NATIONALITY

Of the southern mountain
folk - the mountains, though
never named, seem to have
been over 2 months travel
north. Possibly from
Kaimas.
Ilsigi

Ilsigi

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi

Half Rankan / half S'danzo

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book

Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
The Color of Magic [Bk7]
Lady of Fire (m) [Bk9]
The Vision of Lalo [Bk11]
Quicksilver Dreams [Bk12]
Web Weavers [Bk12]
Looking for Satan [Bk3]
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Big, muscle-bound, latern-jawed oaf who works as muscle for Mange the
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]
bounty-hunter. Wik is happy to take his orders and spend the money he got on
booze.

Wess, with her 3 companions, located and rescued the missing Satan from a
circus in Sanctuary. She's a young, dark woman who could pass unnoticed as
an ordinary citizen anywhere. A brave and loyal lass who can look after
herself.

Lalo's son and eldest child. A member of Walegrin's guard patrol and junior
master of the caravans. In love with Vanda's friend, Rhian.

9/11/2005

The Fruir of Enlibar [Bk2]
Steel [Bk4]
Epilog [Bk4]
Necromant [Bk5]
Half-brother to Illyra the Seeress. They both had the same father, a Rankan
The Corners of Memory [Bk5]
soldier who was cursed by the S'danzo for seducing a S'danzo woman.
What Women Do Best (m) [Bk6]
Walegrin feels himself cursed by the same curse.
Gyskouras [Bk6]
The God-Chosen [Bk7]
His luck is rarely better than 50/50, good and bad, even though Illyra feels it is Armies of the Night [Bk7]
nonsense. He has become well-known for hunting down and rediscovering the Children of All Ages [Bk8]
formula for creating Enlibar steel. There is no trace of youth left in his features. Death in the Meadow (m) [Bk8]
He is tall and pale, his thick, sun-bleached hair braided into four braids bound The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
by a bronze circlet. He cuts a very barbaric figure, and usually has at least one Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
of his mercenary company with him.
Lady of Fire [Bk9]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
Cade (m) [Bk10]
Wake of the Riddler (m) [Bk10]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) [Bk10]
The Best of Friends (m) [Bk11]
Red Light, Love Light [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven [Bk11]
Our Vintage Years [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye (m) [Bk12]
Web Weavers [Bk12]
Elderly mother of Masha. A tall skinny, sagging-breasted woman of fifty, with
Spiders of the Purple Mage [Bk2]
gaunt deeply-lined features. Her breath smells sour with sheep and goat's
cheese.
Patron of the Vulgar Unicorn.
Shadowspawn [Bk1]

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Rankan army officer in charge of the Sanctuary garrison where his father had
been slain by the S'danzo many years before. now one of the three officers
responsible for the peace in Sanctuary.
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Stepson

OCCUPATION
Hell Hound

Imperial Commissioner
and Provisioner from
Ranke /
Assassin

Yuriden /
Yuri

NAME/ALIAS
Zalbar

Zanderei

Rankan

NATIONALITY
Rankan

Rankan(?)

Ilsigi

NATIONALITY

Ilsigi(?)

Ilsigi
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Zanderei is captured by the Hell Hounds after his pursuit of Lalo, but not
before he asks Lalo if he has ever painted his own portrait with his sorcerer's
eye.

A clerkly, slight man with clipped greying hair and a skin weathered brown,
draped in dove-grey silk, he looks very much like a mouse but reveals a more
deadlier side when Lalo reveals his secret. Sent from Ranke to watch that the
Prince-Governor does his part for the war, but make sure he doesn't become
a hero.

An undistinguished relative of Emperor Abakithis, his job included controlling
the supplies of the army.

Since the arrival of the Beysib exiles, the Hell Hounds have lost most of their
influence, and with an offer from Jubal to join the first trade fleet back to
Beysibs home land, is likely to have left Sanctuary for good.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION
Captain of the Hell Hounds and a dedicated soldier with nothing but disdain for
the city of Sanctuary and its citizens. He is scrupulously honest, not even
letting his magically-induced love for Myrtis sway his judgments too far.
Zalbar's square-jawed face underlines his honesty, and his height makes him
well known, even among the uniformed Hell Hounds. Even Tempus is no
taller.

Driver of a flat cart which carries one of the Bazaar's two big calked-straw
pisspots, which lurchs precariously through the streets, making ominous
sloshing noises.
Dark faced, towering man. Possible partner of Lafen.

BACKGROUND/INFORMATION

One of a pair of lovers startled by Shadowspawn's passing in the dark.

A down-and-out young Ilsigi whose life has improved immeasurely since he
began working for Strick. He once worked as a lackey for Jodeera, when he
was best described as an overage street urchin.
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Nightsoil collector

Yark the Fuller

Unknown

Wrenny

NAME/ALIAS

Guardsman

Wintsenay /
Wints /
Wint
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STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book
Introduction [Bk1]
Shadowspawn [Bk1]
The Price of Doing Business [Bk1]
Myrtis [Bk1]
To Guard the Guardians [Bk2]
The Vivisectionist (m) [Bk3]
Then Azyuna Danced [Bk3]
A Man and his God [Bk3]
Steel (m) [Bk4]
Necromant [Bk5]
Witching Hour [Bk6]
When the Spirit Moves You [Bk7]
Dagger in the Mind [Bk8]
Introduction [Bk12]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]
To Begin Again (m) [Bk12]
A Fugitive Art [Bk4]
Steel (m) [Bk4]
Mirror Image (m) [Bk5]
A Breath of Power (m) [Bk6]
Quicksilver Dreams (m) [Bk12]

The Hand That Feeds You [Bk6]

The Tie That Binds [Bk9]

STORY (m)=mentioned only, Bk=TW Book

The Veiled Lady [Bk7]
Spellmaster [Bk9]
Homecoming [Bk10]
The Vision of Lalo (m) [Bk11]
Shadow’s Pawn (m) [Bk2]

Terrorist

Teenager

Soldier

Zip

Zorra

Zump

Unknown

Ilsigi

Half Ilsigi/half some race
much paler

Ilsigi(?)
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Young arrogant, snotty daughter of the owner of the building Lalo and his
family rent. A trim figure, copper-bright hair and dazzling eyes to the casual
observer, Lalo's portrait of her reveals her inner wretched self.
Veteran fighter who's been with Walegrin for years.

Zip is in his early twenties, has close cropped dark hair and often wears a
sweatband around his forehead. He is a pale, scarred boy, slit-eyed and
scruffy. He had been orphaned in the Rankan takeover of Sanctuary, grown
up hard and hating the Rankans.

Owns Zandulas 's Tannery on Street of Tanners, a street where the stench on
a hot day can make even a Downwinder nauseous. Zandulas is a friendly
enough fellow, if he would ever bathe. Zandulas's supplies Chollandar's Glue
Shop which is next door.
Bitter young terrorist and Sanctuary native. Lover of Kama and leader of the
Popular Front for the Liberation of Sanctuary (PFLS), an anarchist group
supported by Roxane's Death Squads and funded by Nisibis money. After the
False Plague Riots, he and his remaining fighters have been designated as
officials responsible for peace in the city.
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Tanner
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Zandula
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The Small Powers that Endure [Bk8]
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What Women Do Best [Bk6]
A Breath of Power [Bk6]
Rebel’s Aren’t Born in Palaces [Bk6]
Gyskouras [Bk6]
Hell to Pay (m) [Bk7]
Armies of the Night [Bk7]
The Color of Magic (m) [Bk7]
Power Play [Bk8]
The Small Powers that Endure (m) [Bk8]
Pillar of Fire [Bk8]
Sanctuary is for Lovers [Bk9]
Lovers Who Slay Together [Bk9]
In the Still of the Night [Bk9]
No Glad in Gladiator [Bk9]
Sanctuary Nocturne [Bk9]
Cade (m) [Bk10]
Wake of the Riddler [Bk10]
Seeing is Believing (But Love is Blind) (m) [Bk10]
Red Light, Love Light [Bk11]
The Promise of Heaven (m) [Bk11]
Our Vintage Years (m) [Bk12]
Winds of Fortune [Bk12]
The Fire in a God’s Eye (m) [Bk12]
Web Weavers (m) [Bk12]
The Rhinoceros and the Unicorn [Bk3]

A Sticky Business [Bk11]
The Incompetent Audience (m) [Bk12]

